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ASSEMBLY, No. 3152 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY 

INTRODUCED SEPTEMBER 15, 1986 

By Assemblymen VILLANE, PALAIA, Littell, Assemblywomen 

Muhler, Smith,. Assemblymen Azzolina, Charles, McEnroe, Watson, 

Smith, Schwartz, Assemblywoman Garvin, Assemblymen Deverin, 

Hudak, Girgenti, Kavanaugh, Penn, Rafferty, Zangari, Dario, 

Arango, Gargiulo, Assemblywoman Donovan, Assemblyman 

Schuber, Assemblywomen Ogden, Crecco, Assemblymen Shinn, 

~aer, Colburn, Martin, Genova, DiGaetano, Catrillo, Miller, Frel

inghuysen, Shusted, Lov;eys, Collins, Assemblywoman Cooper, 

Assemblymen Zecker, Kosco, Chinnici, Muziani, Felice, Assem

blywoman Randall, Assemblymen Haytaian, Zimmer, Otlowski, 

Marsella, Kline, Franks and Bennett 

AN Ai::T concerning public access to the beaches of New Jersey 

and the amounts· which may l;>e charged therefor, providing for . 

. the preparation of beach ma~agement practices .plans, amending 

P. L. 1955, c. 49~ supplementing Title 13 and Title 40 of ·the 

Revised Statutes, and making an appropriation. 

1 B:m r: ENACTED by the Senate and General .d.ssembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

1 1. (New section) This act shall be known and may, be cited as 

2 the "Fair Beaches Act." 

1 2. (Mew section) The Legislature finds that the longstanding 

2 public trust doctrine provides that ownership, dominion, and 
3 sovereignty over land flowed by tidal waters which e:s:tend inland 
4· to the mean high ,vater mark is vested in the Stat~ in trust for 
5 the use by the people for the purposes of navigation, fishing, and 

6 commerce; that the New Jersey Supreme Court has asserted that 

7 the public trust doctrine also protects recreational uses; that this 
Matter printed in italics th11.1 is new matter, 
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8 right is meaningful only if it carries with it a right of access 

9 to the dry beach adjoining the wet sand beach, and that only 

10 reasonable fees, applied on a non-discriminatory basis, may ap-
11 propriately be charged for such public access. 

12 The Legislature further finds that the coastal waters and beaches 

13 of this State are invalua.ble and unique scellic and recreational 

14: resource111; that the tourism industry, the second largest in the 

lo State, is dependent upon public access to, and enjoyment of, these 

16 coastal resources ·and protection of the· ocean environment; and 

17 that it is State policy to link the receipt of shore prot~ction fund-

18 ing with the· provision of reasonable public access. 

19 The Legislature thet'efore determines that the. State, together 

20 with the mmdcipalities and counties in our coastal areas, have 

21 a special obligation to assure public access to, and proper man .. 

22 age~ent of, ~ese coastal resources without disruption of estab-

23 lished property rights in coastal communities, and that in orde~ 

24: to meet this obligatio11 it is important for the Legislature to 

2D codify the plinciples enunciated. by the State's courts in apply-

26 ing the public trust doctrine to the public's right of access to, 

21 an~ use of, New Jersey's coastal beaches and waters; to clearly 

28 establish the rights of indiviual beach users, the corresponding 

29 responsibilities of municipalities to provide access thereto, and 

30 the ~bligati~n.· ol --.the' State to · maximize · utilization the_reof, . in ·. 

31 part by maximizing· transportation 'alternatives. 

1 3. (New section) As used in this act: 

2 ''Beach" me~ any area of sand OT shingle deposit adjacent 

3 to and fronting the shore of the Atlantic ocean ; 

4 "Beach admission feen means the fee or. charge made by a 

5 beach municipality for access to, and 11!58 of, a beach area; 
6 "Beach area" means the beaches, bathing gro1U1ds, and bathing 

7 and recreational facilities Ull,der the control, supervision and care 
8 .of any beach municipality or political subdivision .of this State; 

9 "Beach municipality" me~s ~ mumcipality or other political·· 

10 subdivision of the State, an. agency or instrumentality of the 

11 political subdivisio~ or an office, board, body or oth~r· agency .. 

12 established pursuant to P. L. 1964, c. 185 (0. 40:61-35.1 et seq.) 

13 or the "Interlocal Services Act," P. L. 1973, c. 208 (C. 40:8A-l 

14 _ et seq.) or any othel". law for the joint provision, maintenance and 
15 operation of a beach area; 

16 "Commissioner" means the Conmussioner of the Department 

17 of Environmental Protection; 

18 "Daily admission" means the permission for access to, and 
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19 use of, a beach area at any time during one calendar day, or so 

20 much thereof as the beach area is open to the public and for 

21 which a beach admission fee is charged; 

22 "Department" means the Department of Environmental Pro-

23 tection; 

24 

25 
"Director" means the Director of the Division of Coastal Re

sources in the Department of Environmental Protection; 

26 "Public beach" means a beach which forms part of a place of 

'¥1 public resort under the management and control of a municipality 

28 or political subdivision of this State pursuant to P. L. 1955, c. 49 

29 ( C. 40 :61-22.20 et seq.) or any other law empowering the munici-

30 pality to maintain, improve, manage, and control beaches and. 

31 bathing grounds and- facilities, or the State or federal government. 

32 "Public trust lands" means tide-flowed land lying between the 

33 mean high and low water marks and the ocean covered land sea-

34 ward thereof to.the State's boundary. 

1 4. (New section). a. Schedules for all categories of beach ad-

2 mission fees shall be calculated so as to permit the municipality 

3 to collect revenues sufficient ·to recover the municipality's expenses 

4 . in providing services for the beach area. The allowable_ expenses 

6 shall include additional costs incurred by a municipality directly 

6 attributable to its beach .ope~ations; but need not be limited to 

· .7 sliore protection costs incurred by the· municipality, cost of in-

8 surance, .soli~ waste and_ sewage- waste disP,osal costs, fresh w1,1ter 

9 costs; maintenance and pe-rsorinel c~sts including.those for-life- -

10 guards, police, first aid, and ticket collectors and any other costs 

11 clearly associated with managing the beach- area. Beach munici-_ 

12 palities may recover expenses incurred outside the beach area, 

13 but associated with providing services at the beach area, by sub-

14 mitting a separate accounting thereof to the division for app-roval. 

15 To account for seasonal revenue losses attributable to _inclement 
. . 

16 weather or other factors which reduce-attendance, a beach munici-

17 pality may calculate fees on a three-year average cost basis. The 

18 fee schedule shall be submitted to the department pursuant to 

19 subsection b. of. section 6 of this amendatory and supplementary 

20 · act. The fees established pursuant to this section shall take effect 

21 in -the 1988 beach season. 

22 b. A beach municipality may charge nnd collect a separate fee 

23 for facilitie~ not routinely provided with beach access, such as 

24 lockers, cabanas, umbrellas, and swimming pools, but may not 

25 charge and collect any fee or rent?,! for the use of any structure, 

26 facility, or equipment the use of which is mandatory under any 
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27 ordinance or other regulation of the beach municipality as a con-

28 dition for access to, or use of, the beach and bathing grounds 

29 of a beach area. 

30 c. No beach admission fee may be charged to persons 11 years 

31 of age or under, or 65 years of age or older, nor shall such fee 

32 distinguish between residents and nonresidents. 

33 d. A beach municipality shall report beach operation revenues 

34 and expenditures in its annual budget submitted to the Division 

3o of Local Government Services, Department of Commum.ty Affairs 

36 pursuant to the "Local Budget Law" P. L. 1960, c. 169 (N. J. S .. 

37 40A:il-.1 et seq.): 

1 5. (New section) During any time_ as a beach area is open to 

2 the public and for which a beach admission fee is charged, the 

3 )>each area shall be made available to the public, without distinc-

4 tion or discrimination on the basis of residency or any other factor. 

1 6. (N~w section) a. Every beac~ municipality shall file with the 

2 division a beach access and parking plan no later than January 15, 

3 ~987 ud eve~ January 15 of every ~d calendar year there-

4- after. A:rJy proposed amendments to, or revisions of, the plan 

5 shall be filed with the division but shall not take e:ff ect unless 

6 approved by the divisi~n. The -division shall act within 45 days . 

7 of. the date any proposed amendments or revisions are received. 

. 8 As part of. the plan, each beach municipality shall demonistrate . ' . . . . . 
· 9 ~at its beaches a~·e being .maintained-and provided unobstructed,· 

10 so as not to impede ptiblic access. The plan shall address, but 

11 need not be limited to,- the rollowing: · 

12 - Availability of pedestrian beach access points; 

13 

14 
Availability of rest rooms, changing facilities and bathhouses; 

Availability and duration of parking within one-quarter mile 

15 of a beach access_ point; · . 

16 · Availability of lifegnards; 

17 Availability of access_ to 

18 structures ; 

publicly funded shore protection 

19 Availability of ba:rrier free beach facilities for the physically 

20 handicapped; 

21 Availability of access at oceanfront street_ ends~ 

22 b. Each beach municipality shall file with the department a _ 

23 beach admission fee and parking fee plan no Inter than Decem-

24 . ber 1, 1987 and annually every January 15, beginning in 1!)89. 

25 This plan shall include, but need not be limited to, the fee schedule 

26 for beach admission and its cost basis as calculated pursuant to . 

27 section 4 of this amendatory and supplementary act, and the 

28 cost and terms of parking within one-quarter mile of a beach 

29 access point. 

. . . •. . .. -,,.•-· ..... - .,.., ·-· •. , 7 ·-·--: ···-. --
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30 c. The department shall, by rule or regulation,- adopt standards 

31 for evaluating the access and fee plans required pursuant to sub-

32 section a. and b. respectively of this section, and shall review 

33 the plans in sufficient time for the municipality to implement any 

34 recommendations prior to the forthcoming beach season. 

1 7. (New section) .A. beach m~cipality may apply for and re-

2 ceive from the department a grant to offset the costs of prepa:r-

3 ing the beach management practices plan required pursuant to 

4 section 6 of this amendatory and supplementary act. 

1 8. (New section) The department is authorized to issue grants, 

2 · within the limits of funds appropriated pursuant to section 21 

3 of thj.s act OT otherwise made available therefor by the Legisla-

4 ture, to beach municipalities for the cost of preparing the beach 

5 management practices plan required pursuant to section 6 of this 

6 amendatory and supplementary act. 

1 . 9. (New section) .A. beach municipality shall ensure that no 

2 physical barriers or local ordinances unreasonably interfere with 

3 access to, along, or across a publicly funded shore protection 

4 structure. 

· 1 . 10. (New section) .A. beach municipality may not vacate an 
2 oceanfront street or street end without the approval of the division. 

1 11. (New section) The department shall not grant any permit 

· 2 .. Qr o~er approv~. ~e effect of w~ch w~uld .be to reduce, lbnit, 
3 or eliminate any existing beach or public access · way unless the . 

4 department finds and ~:x:pressly conditions the permit or approval 

5 on the applicant's providing for replacement beach area or alter-. 

6 native public access to the beach functionally equivalent to that 

7 which will be eliminated or reduced, and protecting such replace

s ment beach area or s~bstitute public access way in perpetuity by 

· 9 dedication,. easement, ·or similar guarantee. 
1 12. (New section) The department shall not approve an a:ru>li-

2 cation from a. beach municipality for State funds for shore pro-

3 tection, conservation, or recreational projects if the de~artment 
4 .:finds that the beach municipality is in violation of this act unless 

5 the failure to fund the project would result ui danger to life or 

6 irreversible harm to the natural resources of the State. 

1 · 13. (New section) All State and federally operated beaches 

2 shall comply with all provisions of the State Sanitary Code g~v-

3 erning public recreational bathing. 

1 14. (New section) The department, with the cooperation of 

2 the Department of Transportation, shall, to the maximum extent 

3 pra:cticabl~ and feasible, provide and promote. the use of public 

~ transportation between State and federally operated beaches and 
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5 proximate parking facilities and public transportation terminal 

6 points. 

1 15. (New section) a. A person or public entity which is an owner, 

2 lessee, or occupant of a beach area owes· no -duty to. keep public 

3 trust lands· adjacent to the beach area safe for entry or use by 

4 others, or to give warning of any hazardous condition on the 

5 publio trust lands. 

6 b. A person or public entity which is an 0WI1er; lessee, or occu-

7 pant of a beach area who grants permission to another to enter 

8 upon the beach &Te& only for granting aecess to public trust 

9 lands or for the essential and reasonably necessary use of the 

10 beach area in order to enjoy the public trust lands does not 

11 thereby: (1) mend any assurance that the beach area or public 

12 trust lands are. safe for .those purposes; or (2) constitute the 

13 peTson· to whom permission is granted an invitee to who'Ql a duty 

14 ot care is owed; or (3) assume responsibility, or incur liability, 

15 for any injurr to person or property caused by any act of persons 

16 to whom the permission is granted. 

17· · .. ~ Tl$ seetion .does not limit the liabi¥ty whi~ would other-

18 i;rlse exist for willful or reckless failure to guard, or warn against, 

19 a d~erous condition, use, structure or· activity or for grossly 

20 negligent supervision where supervision is provided. 

21 ·· d. This section shall apply only to causes of action which accrue 

22 after the e£fective date of this amendatory and supplementary act. 
. . 

1 16. (New section)- a. The CommissiolleT of the Department of · 

2 Environmental Protection, or the Public Advocate at his. own-

3 discretion or on behalf of any aggrieved party, is authorized to 
/ . 

4 maintain an action in a summary proceeding in Superior Court 

· 5 to secure injunctive, declaratory, or other suitable relief to estab-

6 lish · or protect the public right of access to beach areas as her~in 

7 prescribed. 

8 b. h an action brought pursuant to this section the court may, 

9 in appropriate cases, award to the prevailing party reasonable 

10 counsel Qd upert witness fees. 

1 17. (New section) The department, within 20 days of the 

2 effective date of this act and pursuant to the '' Administrative 

3 Procedure Act," P. L. 1968, c. 410 (C. 52:14B-1 et seq.) shall 

4 adopt rules and regulations necessary to carry out the purposes 

5 of this act. 

1 18. (New section) The clepat"tment shall, from time to time, 

2 as appropriate, submit- to the Legislature any recommendations 

3 for legislative or administrative action to improve the mechanisms 

4 through which the purposes of this act are carried out. 
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1 19. (New section) Nothing in this amendatory and supple-

2 mentary act is intended to infringe upon or restrict in any manner 

3 lawful use of private property, nor to convey any rights for a 

4 person to trespass on private property for any reason. 

1 20. Section 1 of P. L. 1955, c. 49 (C. 40:61-22.20) is amended 

2 to read as follows: 

3 1. The governing body of any municipality bordering on the 

4 Atlanitc ocean, tidal · water bays or rivers which owns or shall 

5 acquire, by any deed of dedication or otherwise, lands bordering 

. 6 on the ocean, tidal water bays or rivers, or easement rights therein, 

7 for a place of resort. for public health and recreation and for 

8 other public purposes shall have, ea;cept as may be provided, by 

9 law, the exclusive control, government and care thereof and of 

10 any boardwalk, bathing and recreational facilities, safeguards 

11 and equipment, now or hereafter constructed or provided thereon, 

12 and may, by ordinance, make and enforce rules and regulations 

·13 for.the government and policing of such lands, boardwalk, bathing 

14 facilities, safeguards and equipment; provided, that such. power. 

·15 of control, gove~ent, care and policing shall not be construed 

16 · in aD.Y manner- to exclude or interfere with the operation of any 
-17 State law or·authorit:y with respect to such lands, property and 

18 facilities. .A:JJ.y such municipality; ea;cept for any mu'llicipality 

19 _borderi'llg ~n the· .Atla'l&tic ocea'II which ·are u'llde.r- the. purview of 

20 · the "Fair Beaches .Act'; P. L. · ,· c. · . (!J. · ) ('now 

21 before the Legislature as this bill), may, in order to provide funds 

22 to improve, maintain and police the same and to protect the sam_e 

23 from erosion, encroachment and damage by sea or otherwise, and 

24 to provide facilities and safeguards for public bathing and recrea-

25 tion, including the employi:nent of lifeguards, by ordinance, make 

26 and enforce .rules and regulations for the government, use, main-

27 tenance and policing thereof and provide for the charging and 

28 collecting of reasonable fees for the registration of persons using 

29 said lands and bathing facilities, for access to the beach and 
30 bathing and recreational grounds so provided and for the use 

31 of the bathing and recreational facili~es, but no sucli fees shall 

32 be charged or collected from children under the_ age of 12 years. 
1 21. (New section) There is appropriated from the General Fund 

2 to the Department of Environmental Protection the sum of 

3 $250,000.00, not less than $200,000.00 of which shall be dedicated 

4 to issuing grants to beach municipalities pursuant to section 8 

5 of this amendatory and supplementary act, and the balance to 

6 defray the cost of revie,ving beach management plans submitted 

7 

1 

pursuant to section 6 of this amendatory and supplementary act. 

22. This act· shall take effect immediately. 
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STATEMENT 
The purpose of this bill is to improve public access .to the 

beaches of the State. The bill codifies certain principles enunciated 

by the State's courts in applying the publi~ trust doctrine to 

public's right of access to, and use of, this State's coastal beaches 
and waters, and sets forth the rights of individual beach users 
and private property owners, and the responsibilities of· munici

palities and the State to improve access. 
As provided in the bill, beach admission fees shall be calculated 

so as to permit the municipality to collect revenues sufficient to 

recover· the municipality's expenses associated with operating 

the beach, but would exempt persons under 12 and over 65 years 

of age from admission charges. The bill would require that beach 

revenues and expenses be reported to the Department of Com-

. munity Affiµrs. 
The bill would further require beach municipalities to · submit 

plans addressing beach access, admission fees and parking for 

approval by the Department of. Environmental Protection. The 

bill would provide ·$200,000.00 to be distributed as grants to assist 

in the preparation of these plans. In addition, the bill would 

prescribe certain measures to be taken by local governments to 

ensure the public's right under the public trust doctrine. 

The bill would also limit the liability of owners, occupants _or 
. . 

lessees of a beach area to persons ushig public trust lands. . · 
Finally, the bill would require the State to, with respect to . 

· State and federally operated beaches, assure compliance with 

the State Sanitary Code governing public bathing, and to improve 
· _access by mrodmizing the accessibility by public transportation 

from proximate parking facilities and public transportation ter

minal points. 

BEACHES AND SHORES 
The "Fair Beaches Act." 
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ASSEMBLYMAN ANTHONY M. VILLANE, JR. (Acting 

Chairman): May I have your attention please? I'd like to just 

briefly review with_you the purpose of the meeting-.--

Sometime last year i it came to our . attention that 

there was a great deal of discussion about the beach fees, and 

were they fair or not fair? And it prompted myself and 

Assemblyman Palaia to write a piece of legislation, along with 

Assemblyman Singer from Ocean County, entitled the Fair Beaches 

Act. What we attempted to do. in the piece of legislation was 

to really address the problem of putting the lifeg:uards and 

safety equipment, cleaning of the beaches, and those things in 

the proper prospective with the fees that a municipality would 

charge. The bill was written last September or October. 

We had a hearing really at the Asbury Park Press, at 

which nobody showed up except the Mayor and Council ~embers, 

.and- very few members of the public. So it is our intention 

through meetings-like this to really hear from the public for a 

change, rather than hear from the people that run the 

municipalities or those people that just live a;t the shore._ We 
· thought by having · a hearing here, · as we had one in Long Branch, · 

and we intend to- have one in Ocean County _ in Assemblyman 
Singer's district-- We want· to talk to the people that 

actually use the facilities, and those taxpayers in the 

municipality that are _in the long run responsible for the 

operation of beaches. 

So we're going to hear testimony today. Primarily I 
want to - hear from the public. We 'Ve heard from the Public 
Advocate. We've heard from the mayors before .. They've agreed 
to make some short statements today to talk about their aspect 
of what's fair and not fair, and the responsibilities on the 

local level of a mayor who runs the beaches, and the 

responsibility of the Public Advocate -- who is the lawyer for 

the people of the State of New Jersey -- ci:nd his kind of vision 

of what's fair in beach fees. We have also with us Senator 

Pallone and several mayors from the surrounding municipalities . 

. l 



That's basically the purpose of the meeting. We hope 
that it's fruitful. The reports that generate from the 
recordings of testimony here today, will be put together in a 
report which will be available to the public. We will fr.om 
that information amend or modify or change our work on the 

. . 

piece of legislation that we sponsored, and ·hopefully we can 
have a piece of legislation that really is fair to the public 
and to the municipalities. 

The Public Advocate has made extensive testimony in 
the past. A copy of his formal testimony_ is available for 

·those in the public that want it. 
The Mayor of ·Belmar will be our first witness. Mayor 

Hernandez, who is a new Mayor in the municipality, spoke at 
length at our · last meeting at Asbury Park~ and I 've asked her 

. to reiterate those rem_arks today for the benef_it of the people 
that are here from here town. So with that--

. Before I i_ntroduce the Mayc;,.r, I want to introduce 
Assemblyman: Palaia, who is the Vice Chair of this Committee . 

. ~ould you. like -to sc1:y a f.~w word~? 
·ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: No, that ' s all right. · · Ge:>" ahead. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Arid .Assemblyman Singer· from 
Ocean County. I want to thank my colleagues· for working on· 
Saturday when other people are enj eying the beaches . And I 
want to thank -them for -their previous meetings, and the ones 
we're going_ to have in the future. I· ~eally think this is the 
way to talk about beach access, to get down on the beach front. 

With that, I'd like to start with Mayor Hernandez so 
she can . present her testimony. Mayor? · 
M A Y O R M A R I A H· E R N A N D E Z: .First I'd like to 
welcome the Assembly Committee to Belmar. (witness is.notified 
that she needs to move closer to microphone) Is that all 
right? I doii' t want to turn my back completely on everyone 
else here. 

2 



Thank you very much for coming to Belmar. We're happy 
tcr·:havi:F you: here-; 1,~::---We -hope .,t~t Lyou ;__·wall -b.e",,:able ti:>z. ::havEL . .a: 

:f~ cl ddk -tat: iwhatr\.f ao--±lj ti es-3. _we have , .oan¢,1.whart:D ~e-- t have.. Ht 0-

offer· thEf" public.-:.,, :-.:~- ----~::~ '.:• .. -·r·~ t:·:: -::-~ .... ~,,,hT-;P_ ·...;,;;;;, -,,.,. ;= ,_::::;:.,,, 

Belmar - is - a one square mile community, . with 6700 

year-round residents, and from 10,000 to 67,000 visitors a day 

in the summer. We go from a small town to a big city 
overnight. The costs associated with this transition are 
astronomical. Every municipal service is stretched beyond 

capacity on certain days. 
Belmar' s goals are to-- We are determined to provide 

public acces~ to the beaches at the lowest possible cost. 
We' re working on cost efficiencies this year, so that we hope 

to be able to r~duce some of the rates. We want to provide 
them at the lowest possible . cost to the public, but also 
without placing a special burden on the taxpayers and residents 
of this community. Efforts will be made to determine fair and 
equit;able parameters to use in calculating appropriate beach 
fee rates._ In fact,-·_ we llave a volunteer comm~ttee working. 

·. . . .. . . . . . . 

right now. They are working to take all of the costs, the 
revenues, and everything, and put a package together so we will 

have detailed costs and be able to compare them to the 
revenues, so that we can come up with what is a fair and 
equitable rate to charge the public. 

We do have some that we've presented to the Public· 
Advocate before, that were done by our auditor. Of course they 

did the best that they could do with it, because as some of you 
may or may not . know, the municipal budgets do not put al 1. of 
these things in one place in the budget. So Assemblyman 
Villane has agreed --:- and I think already has a team working on 

it right now -- to help us to establish a different way of 
handling it in the budget, so that we will be able to split out 
those costs, an<i ac~ually give verifiable evidence to the 
Public Advocate and the public of why we' re charging what we 
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charge. We think this is the only fair way to do it, to make 

sure that -the charges that are given. to the pub:lic ... are:- fair· and 
equi-1rable.: · to-· 1 ,~ the· pull,•l i c p· - 1 and , <a=l s-~ to ·-' ,:therir.6.lJ O.fhi:it:es.i:dents;~ afi. 

Belmar !-aBdf::the; ,residents of the other small municipalities who 

cannot afford to bear a heavy burden of tax. So we're going to 
continue looking for solutions. 

We· provide beach facilities to large numbers of 
people. It is expensive. We have a radio playing out loud. 

(referring to loud radio playing in the audience) Maybe there 

was a beach policeman outside that stopped rather quickly. 
But the problem is that when you provide facilities to 

lar~e numbers of people, it's expensive and someone has to 
pay. There is no free lunch. Our question is, who should bear 
the burden -of those costs in· Belmar, the beach users, the 
Belmar taxpayers, the State of New Jersey, the County of 

Monmouth, the Federal government, or any combination of those 
things? 1986· was a poor summer season along the New Jersey 
shore, caused by ·poor weather, water pollution, and some other· 

issues.. But· even_ so, the mostly· fixe~ expenses of ~ beach 
front·oper~tion were still there, and had to be paid regardless 
of how much. or· how little beach revenue was collected. 
Taxpayers in small shore municipalities cannot afford the large 

tax increa.ses that many of them face this year. It's not fair, 
especially to our people with large families living on_ low 
income, and ou~_senior citizens on fixed incomes. 

Belmar, as the Public Advocate supports, increased 
season fees, and decreased Monday through Friday fees this 

year. . . Interestingly, season sales went down and . daily sales 
went up. 

Now, we have a few solutions. We would like to go 
along with Assemblyman Villane' s Fair Access Bill, which I 

think is good. We would like State legislation to define the 

appropriate ~xpenditures allowed in calculation of beach fees. 
We would like the State to provide the municipalities with 
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their detailed parameters for allowable expenses, with input 
ix.om- thet-: communi:-ti~es::, HBe-cause '}il8''_·are:::tha..::::o~l.who .....reaIL~.:-kno.w: 

~ii -rneeds tt.o be:: speri:t1 ito pDovide.::; th~ nf ac1.'1 i -ei"es th&-t -~:yous see 
here-·""today ...... :W~rwan"t-,to ·Efstablish- cost- accounting ·procedures 

for municipalities to follow in determining beach-related 

costs, and we want also to allow municipalities to keep home 
rule whe.rever possible, as long as it• s not detrimental to the 

public. 
Each municipality has its own unique problems. We're 

not all alike, arid ·r hope that we won't all be lumped together 

because we are different and we have our own unique problems. 
We also would like to see legislation adopted to provide. the 
option to establish a separate beach_ type of utility that I 
talked about before. ·Belmar will cooperate in every possible 

way, but the serious problems . of small shore -communities must 

not be overlooked. Legitimate costs must be allowed in a fee 
structure. ~en the North Jersey Herald-News editorial 
recognized the validity of fair beach fee· guidelines, and 

that's _a i-rorth J~rsey one. . . . _ 
I'm going to close with. just. two sentences that ! 'd 

like to read you, because all the people up north don't 

complain about our fees. These are two letters that I received 
this week. I just picked two of them out. And I didn't get 
any that were negative this week . on the· beach fees, by the 

way._ This is from a iady in Jersey _City. "My husband and I 
are from Jersey City visiting relatives on 15th Avenue, and 
would like you to know that we enjoying Belmar very much, 
especially 17th Avenue Beach." So they have no complaints, the 
letter goes on a little more. 

And this letter is from . a person in _Chatham, New 
Jersey. This mentions the fees very directly, in addition to 

some other things about the town.· "The fees for the beach have 
gone up in the past 39 years II they've been coming down for 

39 years 11 -- but to keep it clean and pleasant to vacation it 
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is worth it. 11 And I think there are a lot of people who feel 
it Lsr 'Wd:c-:t:hc,itcd£.ithey. can::get~;the·-::-accommodatie>ns . that::..:they, need,.• 

w~at needmd:-oI b~uessmthautJ:tj.:ngrithatclwe wantJ. .'.¥-om;:gen""ti-em!fll~ and 

h'G'pe" thatc-=-you gentJ.:emen ,w,ila~;;heTpi u'S with, ;.:.ix•::howidq· ~e-,,f·inance: 

it? Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: . Thank you very much, Mayor . I 

think perhaps what I ought to do is just review what the 
current law is concerning the operation of the beaches as far 

as the State law is concerned. 
Under the present law, local municipalities are 

, 

entrusted with the responsibility of providing beach access for 
the public on public beaches. In the present law. it says that 

local municipalities will be allowed to charge a reasonable 
fee. That's as far as it goes. It also speaks to the public' ·s 
right of -- Public Tt:-ust Doctrine. The Public Trust Doctrine 
speaks to the public I s right to utilize all the sand that's 
washed by the high tide. In theory and in practice the public 

ought to be allowed free access to those areas unimpeded, from 

North . _Jersey . to Cape May. That's a given. That' s a 
constitutional right. It really comes from E~glish law. The 
public has the right to lands entrusted to the State by that 

law. 
Local municipalities in the State of New Jersey are 

ranging from absolutely no fee for access · like ~tlantic City, 
to Avon and Spring Lake and. Belmar and Bay Head and Sea Girt 
who have the highest beach fees. There's five municipalities 
that have come under attack from the Public Advocate. Those 
five municipalities, four of which are in our legislative 

districts -- Joe's ~nd myself' s. -- and the other one is. in 
. . 

Assemblyman Singer's district. So we're concerned with the law 
being adjudicated by the Public Advocate or the courts, rather 
than be a law initiated by the representatives you elect. 
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So that brings us really to present the case of the 

Public Advocate-, who has a different point of view than Mayor 

Hernandez; not so different, but in what's reasonable and.what 

is not reasonable. I• d like now to hear from Mr. Shapiro from 

the Public Advocate• s office. I• d like .him to share his point 

of view. 
R I C H A R D E. S H A P I R 0: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, 

and members of the Assembly Select Committee. I • m here today 

primarily to ·listen to what members of the public have to say 

about beach fees and_ beach access, but I would like to briefly 

review the major points of the testimony we've presented 

previously to. the Committee -so that people here are familiar 

with our views. . 
We start off with a basic assumption about law and 

cert.ain legal and factual principles. The legal principle we 

really start off with is that under New Jersey law -- the 

_ Public Trust Doctrine, as Assemblyman Villane· has discussed -

vests the rights to the ocean front and the ocean beaches and 

to the ocean, in all° the people of the State. Mei::ely because. 
- . . . . . . 

the shore communities happen - to be geographically near ~hos'e 

areas, does not mean that it is exclusively under their control 
and ownership. Therefore, the public has certain rights in 

this property, and in the access to the ocean, and in the right 

to use the beaches at a reasonable fee, and make sure they are 

freely available to the public. 

We also have a basic factual finding that we have 

uncovered in the course of a yearlong investigation into beach 
fees-. That is that New Jersey shore communities charge the 
highest beach fees in the co,mtry. Additionally, that within 
the New Jersey shore, the 127 miles of coastline, there are 

vast differences between communities and their charges for 

beaches; ranging from no charges, as Assemblyman Villane has 

mentioned, to some communities charging up to $8. 50 a day on 

weekends. 
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We• ve also found that in fact there may not be a 
e-reriiendous.-~differert:ce Lin the:l..serrices:;:':-rir:.t ciean-J:iness·:,"-or, ... -1;-he· 
f.ac-il,it:i-es ,_avai1able, C cba:sed !.on. whatiha:he:, cr<i>Ill['(JU1l;i.ties G.cliar.ge t 
Oftentimes the· -charges - from - the- -community-:' are ~more:::· a :·funct'ion" 

of attitude rather than strict accounting or the provision of 

services. There are some communities that don't charge 
anything, and they have the . attitude that they want to 

encourage people to come to their beaches. They want to 

facilitate tourism, and that's why they' re willing to absorb 
some of the. costs for their beaches. Other communities choose 
to charge high fees for a number of reasons. 

There 1 s simply no reason· in the Public Advocate's 
judgment for a family.of four to have to pay upwards of $34 to 

use the· ocean and the beaches when this property belongs to 
everyone. That's $34 just to get onto the beach, - and that's 

putting: aside the cost of just basically getting something to 
eat, some refreshment during the day, parking, transportat~on 
costs; so it ranges up to $40 to $50 for a family of four just 

to _enjoy a day on property tha~ right~ully_ be~ongs to everyone 
in the State. 

As a result of this, ·we conducted a year 1 ong 

investigation. After. that investigation, we initiated 
litigation against · four communities in Monmouth County and one 

community - in Ocean County, with the ultimate goal of 
establishing what are the appropriate charges the communities 
can pass on to beach users and what should be a reas9rrable 
beach fee. In the Public Advocate' s judgment, there should be 
no charges for the beaches because they should be freely 

available to the public. But at the very least and in the 
interim, we think a reasonable charge should be $2 -per person 

because that will facilitate access to the beaches. 

Therefore, we supported a lot of the provisions of 
legislation that have to do with increasing public access, but 
we recommended a couple of provisions that benefit individuals 
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throughout the State. One is that there be a cap on beach fees 
s.et-,-at,· 1,$2=. r,And0::the::-.second _pro:v.ision. j_s. -that there be. a right 

:fi:i:::everye:ei-t-.i-aen.:,_with 1tlle:.eopp-arturrity UiO:¼ :cecov.erlcexperti:c£.~-es 
and:·::attaz:neyi'.:.s ,-cost~:3to, bring,::'" 1iti·gatio.n =_:on: his;,., oz: fle,r,·,own! 

behalf, to ensure that there's free beach access, - or no 

barriers to beach access. A lot of times State agencies or 
individual attorneys may not-- ·well, State agencies may not be 

willing to pursue individual actions for citizens because they 

don't have the resources or because of other priori ties that 

they may have. This would give citizens an opportunity to 

bring their own actions against communities or individuals that 

are preventing beach access or impeding beach access, and 

recover attorney's fees and also expert costs. 

So again, we basically feel that the beaches, under 

the Public Trust Doctrine, the beaches should be shared equally 

by all citizens ·of the State, and they should be freely and 

readily available. We think in the absence _ of any clear 

guidelines right now, we've initiated· litigation. We await and 

encourage a legislative _ solution to this probl_em, We• ·re· 

hopeful that one will· ·_.come out of the Legislature this year. 

And I 'in looking forward to hearing any comments and views you 
-

have, so that we can consider them in our future activities 
relating to beach fees ·and beach access. Thank you very much. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you very much i Mr . 

Shapiro. - Assemblyman Palaia, the Vice Chair of the Cammi ttee, _ 

would like to make a statement and perhaps ask you a question. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Just a couple of questions, Rich, 
about our meeting in Long Branch recently. _ Were you aware of 
the survey that we took that day? 

-MR. SHAPIRO: I was aware that you were · taking a 

survey. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Yeah. Just to give you an idea 

of how the people felt that day -- which was very interesting 

to me, because I just saw it for the first time today. One of 
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the questions was, "Do you feel daily beach fees " There's a 

copy :.right- there ~~-:::! ar:e::-:too }:high?-.'~UHsTwenty~ninen-0£""7 them. s-a~J 
•~.ea:-;,.Ui:::qoa; i llowrin three siadd ;:n-1-;~l:Y:es:;n'i ~hir<ty-+'er-leiv,sai<i~;i,t:twa:se~a: 

fair dai-l}1!1:beach cfee3 · ·bd !.youqgoi ,down ~the :ti-st,: :-and,· it -. says,

"Do you feel weekend beach fees are too- high?" Twenty-seven 

said, "Yes;" too low, four; fair, thirty-two. "Do you feel 

monthly beach fees are too high?" Eighteen, too low; one, 

fair, thirty-five said the monthly beach fees were fair, Now 

these are people who use the beach. "Do you feel seasonal 

beach fees are too high?" Sixteen, too low; one; fair, 

thirty-nine. "Do you feel beach admission fees for all of New 

Jersey should be free and run by the _State?" Twenty-eight of 
them said yes. "Or, run by local municipalitie_s based on 

services provided?" Thirty-five said they'd rather have it run 

by the municipality. And.the last one, "Are parking facilities 

for the beach too far?" Thirty-two said, "Yes;" and 

reasonably close, Twenty-one said,. "Yes." 

Does this have any effect, Rich, on your thinking at 

all, when th~ people who · utilize the be.aches. ·are saying 
basically, 50% ·practically said that they thought it was pretty . 

fair what'· s happening now? Just your comment on that. 

MR. SHAPIRO: Yes, a couple of things. First of all, 

our . actions in this area were in response · to hundreds of 

complaints we've received from citizens throughout the State 
· that say· the beach fees have been too high. Unfortunately we 
don't have the kind of scientifically valid survey or poll that 
would give us the conclusive information about the views of the 

public. I think that there are a lot of concerns I · have 

about-- Well first of, in Long Branch we're dealing with a 

· beach community that had relatively low beach fees. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Two dollar fees, yeah. 
MR. SHAPIRO: So, there may have been people judging 

it on the basis of that beach fee. I think it would be 
interesting to have a scientifically--
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ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: That was what I was going to ask 

you. 
MR. SHAPIRO: --and 'statistically valid study of 

this. I'm not sure ultimately how that would come out, or 

whether that then should be the definitive answer to how you 

deal with the problem. But I do think it would be- interesting 

to get what are considered to be statistically valid surveys of 

this kind of setup. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA_: That' s what I was really leading 

up to, Rich. Don't you think at this point in time-- The 

people who are going to write to you are going to be the 

complainers, those who feel they haye a problem. Rightly so. 

I jus1; feel maybe -- because you are dealing with a · very 

critical issue here, . obviously, and· it's vital to every~ody -
that some kind of scientific survey should be taken to find out 

what do the people really feel on both sides of the coin? 

That's why I just wanted · to read this, because I didn't know 

whether the· Department had done anything on their own. 

MR. SHAPIRO: We haven' t done anything, . but I think 

also in that survey it would. be interesting to ask people if 

they are aware that the beaches, under the Public Trust 

Doctrine,·belong to all the people of the State--

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Fine. 

MR. SHAPIRO: --and should be readily available to 

them? And then if they' re a~ked, at that point, understanding 

that this should be available freely or readily to them, then 

do they think beach fees are too high, or do they think 
communities should-- So, I think there would be . a lot of 
refinement of a survey, but· I think that would be interesting 

to put into the mix. I'm not saying it should be the deciding 

factor, and I understand that you're not saying that either. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: No. I'm not saying that at all. 

MR. SHAPIRO: But I think it would be interesting to 

put into the mix. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: I think it wouid give us a little 
different handle on what we're talking about. One last-
question. r-n-:Whentry..ou.tc.-say yout.d,J like;;;.t.o:..;ha-Ya;. ay·fl-a:t.1.fee i£,. ... a17~ abl: 
po.sS'.ibleJ 'm how::- da:AWe!: t-a:ccoun_t hf:or t-1-the ~a.:-:,f.adt ,-:ntliatt~-,,_·some-.· 
municipalities might have· 5000 people· on the beaches on a 
particular day, that another municipality would have 20,000? 
Would that mean their costs would be four times more than 
possibly _the one who is only haviD:g 5000? How do we address 
that with the flat_fee? 

MR. SHAPIRO: Well, we believe strongly in the flat 
fee. I know that Assemblyman Villane has talked in the ·past_ 
about an exemption provision under strict standards that might 
allow that kind of individual flexibility. We sttll think that 
the flat fee-- And as we've recommended in ~ur ·report,. some 
consideration be given to the Legislature assisting with State 
funds _.;.. because these basically belong to everyone in the 

St-ate -- the Legislature assisting with some type_ of subsidy 
f o·r those communities that are unable to. meet · their costs - with 
the flat fees. 

But. eve·~-ything has . fo ·be. tightened up . a lot in the . 

process, _because we' re not convinced from our yearlong study 
that there's really a tight, very rigorous review and auditing 
of budgets. · That's one of the principal reasons we've 
initiated the litigation. In the confines of a court case, 
where you can really get at accurate information, and uncover 
·that through various discovery mechanisms, let's really look at 
very carefully the beach fees. I think that that whole process 
has to be tightened considerably. 

· ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Right . Thank you, Rich, 
MR. SHAPIRO: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: I would like you to stay because 

Mr. Bob Singer -- Assemblym_an Singer -- has a question. 
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One of· the questions that I think you have to realize 

is that the municipalities, in addition to just putting a 

-lifeguard on the beach, the municipalities like Belmar for 

instance -- and we haven't gone through the specif_ics of the 

cost of running a beach -- but in addition to lifeguards they 
have a police responsibility. In addition· to the police 

responsibility, they_ must get rid of the solid waste that's 

generated along the beach f rant and the boardwalk, the 1 i tter . 

They have to get rid of the septic waste that·• s generated in 

the rest. rooms that they ·provide. You know, you· just don't 

pick up the litter and bring it out somewhere in Valhalla and 

get rid of it for nothing. There ' s a cost invo 1 ved with 

removal of solid waste, septic waste, there's cost associated 

· with water, there's cost associated with . maintaining the 

beaches and shore protection, there• s accounting costs. The 

people that collect the fees, or bring the money to the bank, 

or adjudicate what's reasonable for the beach fee. 
The real_ argument I think _ that we · have and we're 

beginning to understand each other even better all the time --
- . . . . . 

is ·what Is reasonable. for. a municipality to charge?. It isn't 

reasonable · for Belmar to make a lot of money on the beaches, 

and it isn't reasonable for the residents of Belmar to 

subsidiz·e the beaches through their property taxes. I think 

. you may have a little shadowy area in there. You think some 

towns do that because it enhances the image of the town or 

helps the businessman./,Local property tax owners really don't 
want to pay the water costs for tourists that utilize the 
beaches that belong to the State and Belmar. So I think that 
we're in the same ball game. 

One of the things that the Chair of· the Committee, 

along with the rest of the Cammi ttee, is going to request-

The State of New Jersey has put a million dollars aside in the 

budget this year. We did that through a resolution in the 
Assembly budget process this year. That million dollars is for 
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a health study associated with the quality of the water in the 

ocean.=·• There' s;:;J:,een. some .suggestion that there's ,_ diseases 

'liliam~.mirttedudn ·ctlre 1oeean,. LAnd mo;:.putr:-that..::,s.:tory.;.;t.o :c:est:-~:z.or ..:to 

aleai.: ... i.,.up -the z.. ·po int-; =we've = df?c ided: :'c to: =-:_ g-i v~f::::-:ther ,<Depar.tmen"t tof=· 

Heal th, working with the DEP, $1 mi 11 ion to do a study. The 

study is going to be one that talks to the· people who have 

visited the - beaches, not the day of the visit, but they' re 

going to take names and addresses, and then they're going to 

mail a questionnaire. I have asked the Department to provide 

in that questionnaire a series of questions, if they would 

agree, about access and fees and fairness of those fees. So 

we' 11 be able to put together some data based on a random 

sampling throughout the State of New Jersey, not only on heal.th 
quality, but also on the Fair Beach Access question, 

MR. SHAPIRO: May- I just respond very- quickly, 

Assemblyman Villane? One thing on the latter issue: We've 

encouraged, as a result of the Asbury Park Press forum_ last 

year, we recommended in our report that there be a 

. comprehensive. approach to any c.o.ncerns about ocean pollution. 
- • • • • • • • • 0 

And we've ericouraged through that report, and again r·'d like to 

reiterate that today, if ~nyone -- any public officials, or 

individuals -- are aware of individual sources of pollution 

that they think action should be initiated to stop or abate, 
we' re welcome to those suggestions. That is considered a - high 

priority within our _agen_cy to really address so~e of th~ ocean 
pollution pro~lems, as well as the beach fees. So I don't warit 
people to think we' re only-- I know ocean pollution is a very 

considerable problem that people are facing, and a concern; and 

I think we' re available to address those· types of issues as 

well as the beach fees issues. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Good. The 1 ast thing before I 
turn the meeting over to Assemblyman Singer, is that the 

Committee is considering an amendment to the bill. And the 

bill as it's drafted is some seven or eight pages long. But 
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we're considering an amendment to the bill that would implement 
a· c-ap. on he.ach :fees::~+'.-· .!,· .. think -two-. do1lars,drs too-~-:tow ----but·-to· 

imp]:e~eintt8:a :i:rap::hwh~a:d.s somewher!!utirthth~;ime-g.1.um range;Gr-and 
then..,_all~bw \..:for ~icip-a,lit,iesL:that-, 1exc-eed, that-·crap'~to,· apply-for 

a waiver, with justification of why they should be waived the 

top dollar amount. For instance, if we put a ·cap on beach fees 

at four or five dollars, and a municipality like Belmar said, 

"You know, we can't operate our beaches because we have high 

police costs or high lifeguard costs, or a· lot of shore 

protection costs. We want to apply for a waiver of that beach 

fee cap," . then they would be allowed to do that. We haven't 

worked out the total language on the bill yet. We really 

haven't decided what a medium fee would be as a cap on beach 
fees, but we're looking at that as an amendment ·to the bill. 

With that, I'd 1 ike to turn the mike over to 

Assemblyman Singer: 
ASSEMBLYMAN· SINGER: . Thank you,- Doc. First of all, 

·just-for the record, 10 of my 11 municipalities that I 

represen~ are shore communities or have beach front, _whether it 
be bay .. or o.cean. . •with. the exceptio·n cit Bay Head, I think th~t · 

·was the only municipality in my district 

excessively high beach fees. I have 

thoughts that my mayors have shared 

that was named to have 

to share some of the 

with me, like Mrs. 

Hernandez. Let me borrow the microphone, Mr. Shapiro, for a 

moment. (referring to public address system mike). 
MR. SHAPIRO: Oh, I'm sorry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: No, that will be all right. I 
have to ~hare with you some of the thoughts that my mayors who 
r~present shore communities are concerned about, 1 ike Mayor 
Hernandez.· There are many hidden costs in the operatfon of a 

municipality that are. seriously affected by the large influx of 

summer residents. A simple thing like wear and tear on our 

roadways. It's something that's not tangible to · say how much 

it is, but it's a factor. They find that the upkeep of the 
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roadways certainly are a very heavy expense · on smal 1 

muni.q;ipalfties1--; F~he fact is;; -that yout·re, ,looking.- ait•c•addi ti.ona:1: 

pa,]:ffe.ee:eduring0:;~e:1suminer ~ yet:::,ycnr. mustn have thati te.quipment :fcr,n 

· them a:II -year--around;" ·even' though · theyl r·Er onlr, used , :for,,_ several 

months during the summer. We find this is especially a problem 

in the Seaside, Point Pleasant area, with the· large influx of 

summer people. We must be realistic when we talk about the 

expense to a municipality, and the impact on the municipality, 

when we talk about beach fees. 

My concern is that we start to run the beaches like 

the State runs it, and that's severe problems. An example of 

that is Island Beach State Park. They're talking about running 

short maybe $100,000 this year.. The money is not in the budget 

for them. They may have to close down early, which is a 

serious concern. Secondly, there have been concerns out there . 

with shortage of help because they haven't had enough money in 

the budget. And lastly, too many times -- and we hear this 

repeatedly on the radios on· the shore areas -- that Island 

.. Be~ch State Park is . now closed because they· have , 2500 cars 
. . ' . ', ·. 

there. WEf are not allowed that privilege in shore communities 

to close down because there are too many cars. 

Now, very honestly the problem of it really is the 

lack of parking. I think we have to develop a plan to create 

parking, to allow people to park on the mainland and take 

shuttle buses down to the shore areas. That would help us out. 
tremendously. It would help out the beach communities 

tremendously with not having all that congestion down there . 

. It would help people who want to come down here, who are having 

problems park.ing, can't find parking, having it too expensive 

to park. And I think we're going to have to look at an overall 

plan to develop a sensible way that people that come down on 

the Parkway or the Turnpike are notified that: Number one, for 

argument's sake, the parking capacity at Island Beach, or such 

and such, is full. We suggest you go over to the shuttle bus 
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service and have a large area to park, a convenient area; and 
make it e_asy for people to park, and then come on to the. 
beaches, ~ 

That's a major concern I think you have to look at, 
because we know. that certainly-. Take Seaside, they want to 
provide as much parking as they can, they just don't have room 
to do it. And. they certainly want the people to come down and 
enjoy the beaches, and Point Pleasant wants them. I think mo.st 
shore communities certainly there is a lot of revenue 
involved there with the owner·s of boardwalk areas -- they want 
to see people come down and use our beaches. The main concern 
is the. traffic flow is horrendous.. _There's a lack of parking 
in many areas. And I think pc1:rt of that responsibility has to 
start to be borne by the State. 

Again, I have concerns about a lot of hidden costs . 
As a former Mayor and Deputy May~r now -- and I 'm sure Mayor 
Hernandez will agree, and any other council person will agree 
-- there are .many many hidde~ costs we can't put ·a number on. 
It is n_ot ·j_ust th~ cleaning ·of the beaGhes ~ It's ~.ot just the 

.. ~ddi tionai p~iice .· There are other. costs .. and factors that· have 

to be kept into ·it. And that's my concern, that we won't think 
of everything, and then a · year down. the 1 ine we' 11- hear Mayor 

Hernandez coming up and saying, "We've run short of money 
because we didn't think. of everything. 11 We've got to have at 
least that type. of escape clause in the bill ~hat allows the 
municipalities to come back on a yearly basis and say, "We had 
a bad season. . We didn't have enough money generating through 
the. things. 11 And not put the burden and this is an 
important thing -- on the year-around resident. 

In my particular area, many of the year-round 
residents are· on a fijted income. We unfortunately are taxing 

· them out of being able to live in the shore communities. It's 

very nice for people to have second homes do~ here. We like 
that.. That's very lovely;. But the year-around resident, this 
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is their main residence. And the tax base in the shore 
cqmm'Qllitiesisi.s becoming:, 1outrage.9us•~ And: I; 'think _w.e have '....to ::be: 

te.li:fi;s-b;,. those · of us· who are legislators down here, to make 

sure the year...;a.:round'---resident- -is buffered from ·the high expense 

of operating ·the beaches· totally. As a matter of fact, I think 

we're going to have to look down the line to see some special 

legislation to help the tax base out of the year-around 

residents in shore communities. Because very very honestly, 

more and more I see that people on fixed incomes· are finding it 

impossible to live down the shore, and they may have lived here 

for 30 or 35 years, and now they have to turn around and start 

to look· inland because they 9an't afford to live here any more. 

So that's a concern I have, and something that's 

certainly going to be affected by your beach fees and 

everything else. Thank you, Doc. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Some of the hidden costs that we 

don't realize, in addition to the water and septic and solid· 

wastes, are the liab_ility costs. The liability costs for shore 

municipalities have· skyrocketed over.· the .last few years. The . 
. piece of legislation as it· s· written· would provide· a 1imi ted 

liability to municipalities that prov-ide _access to the ocean 

for a fee. That's an important part of the legislation. It·' s 

a very large portion of the costs of running beaches like here 

and other towns. Spring Lake for instance has had a million 

dollar suit brought against them for someone who tripped on the 
sand and hurt their hand. That municipality must guard itself 

· against the liabilities because the liabilities would end up 

being the taxpayers' responsibility. 

The other thing that Mrs. Hernandez had referred to 

was a beach authority. Through _the investigations of the 

Public Advocate, they . went into municipalities and they went 

through their books, and the auditor from each one of the 

municipalities laid claim to certain expenses that they thought 

was responsible· from beach activity, and that's how they 
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derived their costs. The authority, as Mrs. Hernandez would 
l,im~:ctQt see- i.t ;f.o.rmed,--;--_--_and-"!lle:~re writing the -:-1egis-lation:..naw 

~~l.:Wotril.d tbes,:::a:nr,fautho·rity a1tlhateqal] .J.tloeach:in·cost:s,r:0110uid ~ 
through~:, ~_.,-·:The .,, municipality,-.- would-.. , :put ,...:,_the:. ~.monelZ, ±ht-ough_;::-, the.

authority, and the authority would keep track of those expenses 

and those costs associated with running the beaches. 

The other thing that I think you ought to know is that 

the bill, like the present law, provides that free beach access 

be provided to anyone under 12 years old or over 65. That' s 

the present law, and that would be extended in the· new 

legislation. 

And the other thing that Mr. Singer brought up that's 

important for _us to understand, is that some years you have a 

good year and some years you have a bad year. So if you' re 

going to adjudicate your fees on last year's income, you' re 

going to have to average those fees over a number of years. 

The bill provides that there be a : three-year experience in 

income and revenue from the beaches, and then a modification of 

that after ypu see a trend_ or. a variation.· Some year_ or two 
ago we had ten r·ainy . weekends. ·_ . When there i ~ ten rainy ~eekend-~ . 

you don't lay off any lifeguards, and you don't fire any 

. pol icemen. You pay al 1 those costs even though your revenues 
are down. 

So those are some of the things that are presently in 

the bill, and some of the·things that we're going to be looking 

at for the future. Thank you very much, Mr. Shapiro. 

We have another member of the host community, Belmar 
Commi~sioner Al Sheppard. Mr. Sheppard? 
D. O RO T H Y A R G Y R o S: (from audience) Excuse me. 

When does the public-- (inaudible) 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Right after this. You're going 

to go on right after this. That's what we' re going to do 

today. Have you filled out one of one of these for me? (holds 

up forms that witnesses requesting to speak must fill out) 
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MS. ARGYROS: Yes1 I have. 
ASSEMBLYMAN_,~c-VI-LLANE-: -. Okay,. 'fine. · ·-Do· ··_:you.· -have, ·-a

prob1em..!_wi thsyaur schedule;- ,fo.:can 211ut J:aucon ea~;ly, .. -..Y0l.1Jj narrte 
·;·;::..:... ;-:-:.-;~-:.-.-:- ... ' ' ..... -

MS, ARGYROS: No. It seems that every time we come to 
a public hearing I there are a whole bunch of apologies and 

talkers and so forth, and we don't get to say-- (inaudible) 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: You• re going to get to speak 

today. We're going to stay here as long -- .to hear everyone. 

MS . ARGYROS: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Councilman? 

ALFRED J. SHEPPARD: It's very obvious to me 

what . we' re talking about here now is control over the beach 
front, and not necessarily beach fees or access. We're looking 
at who is going to control the beach front, and what type of 

services are going to be offered. 
Now, we're being cr.iticized for offering the services 

at the level that we have. in the past and charging for them a 

gooo. rate1 but a . rate in which we.'ve · been _able -to flexibly 
. . . _. - . . . . ": 

offer more lifeguards, more access, · more ramps; rebuild our 

boardwalk in the wintertime --· something which the State used 
to support us in, and has over the years let us do more and 
more on our own1 and utilize our work force. 

I really think that the issue comes down to one of 
control and that's.one in which Belmar really has to. fight now 
to maintain it, to offer the beach front that we've known in 
the past. We're not ·necessarily talking about fees or a cap on 
fees. We're talking about who is going to control the rates in 
the future 1 · and who is going to control the a_ccess. so· I think 

when the public comes up · and talks about it, they . should keep 

that in mind. It's more to the issue than just the rate. 

They're using that as a wedge between the town and the creation 
of a new commission. So think about that very carefully. 
Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you very much, 
Councilman ;--:-::::·:t.:=Wlifll: t'a::..llaiik Belm~i: f:br.:..:.:..hosting -:the meet-ing· 
~cla,j. i:-... --:.Wilen. y war t:a·l:ked l •~about , ; -it , _; "· 1thf!,tn i Ma.y.01:- ,---:i..s.t,eppe.c:ii":_~~:r rghe 

forward and said, "We'd be happy to have it there. 11 It's a 

ticklish subj~ct, especially when you' re under indictment from 
the Public Advo.cate;. but .we. want to thank· you for your 
hospitality, Mayor. 

Mrs. Argyros, if you• 11 jus.t excuse _us. I have one 

more person testifying today who represents this district in 
the Legislature. I'd like to have a statement from Senator 
Pallone, Frank Pallone. 

S E N A T 0 R F R A N K P A L L .0 N E, J R. : Thank you .. 
I' 11 be viary brief, Dorothy, because I know you want to speak. 

MS. ARGYROS: (from audiencel You I'd ~ike to hear. 
SENATOR PALLONE: Oh, okay. (laughter) 
ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Use the mi9rophone, Fr8:Iik· 
SENATOR PALLONE: Oh, the microphone. 

ASSmBLYMAN VILLANE: I • m s.orry s1i:e didn • t . 1 ike to 

hear ~rom the rest of . _you guys . _ . 
SENATOR PALLONE: No, no . She likes to hear from al 1 

. of you, I •m··sure. 

I mainly came today because I did want to hear from 
the public, so I'll be very brief. 

I just wanted to say that . t- do feel. that legislation 
is necessary. That • s why I have sponsored in the Senate the 
Fair Beaches Act, particularly because of the things that were 
mentioned by Mayor Hernandez. And that is that right now the 
towns really do not know what they can charge for and what they 
cannot charge for. Frankly, I feel that they should be able to 
charge not only for the direct costs -- _such as the lifeguards 
and the ticket takers -- but also for the indirect costs 
associated with maintenance of the beaches, such as the 
insurance, such as the percentage of police or solid waste or 

litter control, whatever has to be done in the summer as part 
of beach maintenance. 
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Therefore for that reason I have consistently opposed 
a:-::two:...:.do:ilar ,-cap·.•·!,_ I- do---. think;_ .that the · .:two • d_olla:c cap--~is, 

ar·oi.-t;1:ary~-vh£1We .. nealrl¥.i:-s..venLtugot.ten any.,- inpqt,,.~frem,=~- Puhlji:x:: 

Aciv.:ocate ,:t:oc. say :..why ·two-::dc:rllars;·.~§ opposed:-, tch+-three::·or four r:or 

one,. or whatever. It's just an arbitrary figure that has been 
put out there, and really has no basis in· terms of the 

practical costs that the municipalities do incur. And I really 
do feel that if we had a two dollar cap in a lot of the towns 

that are now charging more than that, that the· excess costs 
would in effect go to the · 1ocal property taxpayers; that they 

would have to make up the difference. So, I think that it is a 

mistake for us to talk abo'!,lt capping the beach fees per se. 
And what I would like to see, which is in· the legislation, is 
simply a reasonable regulation · of beach fees based on actual 

costs that the municipalities incur. 
I also think that it O s a mistake for us to talk about 

the State taking over the beaches, as has been suggested by the 

Public Advocate. I do not feel -- and I think most legislators 

do not feel -- that the State would do . a better_. jo~ o~ 
operating the beaches than the - municipalities. And to ·talk 

about charging two dollars, and then having the State pay the 
difference to the towns-- We all know, those of us in the 
Legislature, that a lot of promises are made to municipalities 

about subsidizing their bu,dgets. But when the time comes to 
actually provide the money, the money is cut, the State aid is 
cut, and we' re not able to make the commitments that are made 
in the past. So I think the talk about subsidizing the towns 
to operate the beaches is just pie in the sky, literally. 

The last thing that I wanted to mention is that I 
think one of the most important aspects of this legislation, 
and something that we're not going to get into really today in 

Belmar because Belmar does not have a problem -- at least from 

what I can see -- in terms of physical access. But we do have 
a problem in many locations in this State with physical access 
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to the beaches. And one of the major factors, and one of the 
majo-r:-, provisions- ~of this;: Fai.r :-::Beaches :Ant ;is, trying, to,,cdeal 

with tthe::(prd.irleme.'01f:.ypfi¥:s,i:caJt. aicces:s; ,=rt~ ma_~·er surem-t_ha-e ftree.t 
e:tids---:-d:e-ading~~:to\·.'Lthe...,,-1>ea.ches:: ::c~ in,.: va-iriousi. ,1ocati-ens·--~- are··-not" 

vacated; to make sure that fences .. are. not - put -up- -and other 

barriers that make it difficult for other people ·to walk up and 

down the beaches; and also to provide a reasonable amount of 

parking. 

And perhaps the most important thing that was 

mentioned -- this is the last thing that· I '-11 mention today -
is the fact that with this legislation, for· the first time, 

citizens would have the right to go out and enforce their 

rights in the municipal court or at any level in any of the 

courts, when they see physical barriers to· the beach front. 

And one of the things that we encourage in the legislation is 

to have· towns pass ordinances that would allow municipalities 

to go into court when they find that they do have problems with 
physical access to the beach . 

. I just want _ to thank the Committee, because I think . . . ~ . . 

that these hearings really are very fruitful, and we're 

learning a tremendous amount. 
. . 
Thank you, Assemblyman. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you very much, Frank. In 

addition, in the bill as is presently written -- and I'm not 

sure that in the Senate version it's in there-- But _ a big 
problem· that we'd have in municipalities is the municipalities 

giving away the ends of streets that intersect with the ocean, 

in this way absolving themself of the responsibility of 
. . 

liability of access to the beaches, but in the same breath 
they're denying access to what is the public's_ ~ight to the 

beach front. So in the bill there's that provision that you 

can't give away the ends of street. 

It's always a provision in the bill where you would 

not allow municipalities to give away Ocean Avenue to adjoining 

property owners. In_ the municipality of Long Branch, which 
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traditionally for over a hundred years the public has had the 
:eight tp.;:pr:o:caed ?long'-Ocearr- Avenue·.='··and '°-to: vi:ew =.the ,·ocean, ,·'.and 

t.o ,_s.to~i-1:an9r.pai:krnand' gai,n.,~'.a:c:des.s.,.--::that i:n.Uni:c.tpalit:T- gave- aviay:;E.a 

portion of' that ·town, that Oceari,-Avenue,'"to ·,adjoining preper,ty 

owners. And the property owner who got that piece of property, 

that road, for nothing, proceeded to put a blockade across the 
road so that people c;:ould not really have access except through 
a narrow·strip, which is only about 15 or 18 feet wide. So the 

bill would prohibit towns from doing that for whatever reason 
they decided to do it, without getting permission from the 
State. We think that it's a right of · the public to be as close 

to the ocean as possible, and the right of the public to gain 

access to the beaches. So that's also in the bill. 
I just want to point out· that Councilman Hillman is 

here. Would you like to make a statement, ?tJr. Hillman? Joseph 
Hillman, Councilman of Belmar. 
J O S E P H H I L L M A N, J R.: (from audience) Thank 
you, Assemblyman. Just one very brief-- · ( inaudible) I would 

. not h~ve spoken except for a comment that Senator Pallone. made. 
. . . . - . . . 

just a moment ago about the appearance of Belmar not having .· 

access--
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Why don't you use the mike? It 

will make it easier for the people to hear you. 
COUNCILMAN HILLMAN: In relative term~, Belmar does 

not have the same access problems that you and Senator Pal lone 
were speaking of earlier, but we do have some that need to be 
addressed. First, believe it or not, we have privately owned 
property on the beach in Belmar down at the Belmar Fishing 

Club. We have a county road right outside the store that 
impacts heavily upon beach ·access because of traffic north and 
south through town. 

Because of the size of our beaches-~ and if you look 
around, they're beautiful, they're clean today -- they're very 
expensive to keep clean. 
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But there are many people who come here and there' s 
inadequate: _parking- -for_; them. Most ___ of the parking extends ,back. 

mta tt:pe ,_t?::_esidentiad •~mnes:;.~whl:sh ne,ed tQ;_, be1 pro:te_pt§d•.--aeeaui·e il 
~s -beautiful:-as-:-the-b-eacft:-:::rs r--,it,s u.s,e-,-,is -gener:aily ,dncon.s-i-rtent; 

with those that you wish to have in normal residential zones. 

The highway system leading to Belmar· needs to be 

looked at· on a regional basin. The-Shark River basin generally 

needs to .be properly planned. The Hudson River has three 

bridges -crossing it into New York. We have four·, and they' re 

all drawbridges. The traffic that backs up and the gridlock 

that's caused by those drawbridges adversely affects our 

business district and hurts our merchants·. The section of 
. . 

Route 18 from I-195 .to the Brielle-Circle needs to completed to 

allow people to travel to the shore, to come to Belmar, and go 

south. There needs to be a true interstate connection to 

Asbury Pa1:rk to allow a distribution of · traffic off of I-195 

north. 

We appreciate the fact that you're treating this 

_ -_ problem on . a r~gional basis, tha_t you' re looking at more than 
just· the cost ·of the beach fees. We would like - you, in 

addressing the problem -- even though you may not be able to 

address them directly in your bill -- to pass on the messages 

that you've received from the people here today to the other 

agencies in State government, to the other committees in the 

State Legislature, to direct their attention to those problems. 

We cannot separate the beach from the people who live 
here, and I think that's a very important message · to your 
trust. Tha~k you, Doc. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE~ Thank you _ very much, 

Councilman. We're going to start the testimony from the public 

now, but I just want to tel 1 you that there's .another piece of 

legislation that's become a priority, not only with the 

Governor but with both the Senate and Assembly, cal led the 
Coastal Commission. And a Coastal Commission will focus very 
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directly on the Jersey shore. It will deal with development, 
de.a ... r--~w:i.th=' the· :masteu, ,plan>,-dea:];•,wi th pollution1 ;-;'9,nd-:--everltualiy~ 
pr:o-balt~ wi=>l=:li-r<iea] ::,_wi "Eh'._~•-this·i-•_i-o±:1:l :'Wh±blt:-~t ... 11 _:,-be,_<ii::at_1ldrig:c--.:_-abQ;at, 

beach-.cr,access "'and:"!.beach .. :'--fees. -~o ·:that.1:.s ~a·- diffi:tre:nt--piec-e- -of 

legislation, but becomes it becomes entwined in this whole 

story of the Jersey shore. 
I'd like to start the testimony with Ms. Sharon 

Surrette. 

R O B E R T A N G U L S K I: (inaudible ·comment from 

audience) 

ASSEMBLYMAN _ VILLANE: Oh, yes. Is that Robert--

Okay. Why don't· you just sit there. Mr. Robert Angulski, I 

hope_ I pronounced it correctly. Mr. Angulski has notified this 

Committee prior to the meeting today that he wanted to 

testify. And he's on this formal list of people that we've 

just run through. With your permission, Roberte may we just 

hear from Miss Surrette first? 

MR. ANGULSKI: Yes, sir. 

R I C K . · M c D a N O .u ~ H: (from audience) Mr. Chairman?. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Yes, s1r? 
MR. McDONOUGH: (inaudible comment from audience) 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Rick McDonough, you've also--

Well, why don't we .do it in that order, Bob and then Rick, 
after you, Sharon. 

S H A R O N S U R R E T T E: Okay. All right. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you. Before you start--

MS. SURRETTE: Sh.all I talk in · one of these? 

(r~ferring to microphones) 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Yes, would you just fill out one 
of these. Anybody who would like ·· to testify in the formal 

hearing, if you'll fill out one of these slips of paper. 

They• re right here at this front desk. This young lady with 

the hat on will give you one. They're right at the end of this 
table. 
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I'm sorry. Would you please give us your name and 

address? 
MS. SURRETTE: All right. I'm Sharon Burrette. I've 

lived in Wall for 20 years, and I live at 1815 Old Mill Road in 

Wall Township. 

I believe I wrote a letter to the Advocate' s off ice 

about two years 

exorbitant. And 

started charging 

ago because the beach fees were becoming 

what really infuriated me was when they 

for the meters up to midnight. I can't 

tolerate the sun, but I always · bring my children here and all 

their friends. And I felt that I was doing a public service, 

plus protecting my own children and my friend's children by 

sitting on the beach or walking the boardwalk, trying to keep 

an eye on them. I can't tolerate too much sun, so .it's 

ridiculous for me to pay eight dollars for a day to come up and 

sit on the beach for an hour while the children take a dip. 

But. I do like to ~alk the boardwalk, and it .became really quite 

annoying to me, after living here for 20 years, to have to put 

25 cents in the_meter every half hour up to_mi~ight, no matter 
what time·you come here. 

I think the beach fees are too high, contrary to wh_at 

some people have said ·previous. to me. We also host foreign 

exchange students every year in· the summertim~, and it's very 

embarrassing to ~ave to tell them, "Well, you have to pay five, 

six, seven, eight dollars, for one· day to come on t~e beach." 

They' re only here for one week, and naturally I feel obligated 
,,/ . 

to pay that fee for them as a host. We have always managed to 
get one day from the town of Belmar to bring the students here, 
but when most people that host students or have families, 
there.' s more than one. You' re hot · buying one beach badge. 

You're buying four or five beach badges, or even a seasonal 

badge. You' re not buying just one badge, you' re buying several 

for your teen-agers. In addition, I always had to worry that 

my children when they' re 14 -- especially my son -- they would 
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decide that they weren't going to pay for this beach, and they 
would be hopping over the fences, and then I'm worrying that 
they' re ga,d:ng :::t.a-: . .he.t··pickediu.p ,by1:the po1:icehandi-ievery-ehing. ..t vt: 

: :-; ,.·:,.J. :l.:. I-7..;:~suppose:::~last.L~ .: a,.·few years,-, ago ~they:stari.ted · hirirt91 

the patrols; As I would come up here daily with the children 
and_ their friends and be walking the boardwalk, I believe that 

-they were more interested in studying the bikinis on the beach 

then they really were looking for beach badges. And a few 
times I stopped some of the men and I'd say, "Why are you 
staring in that one direction for so long?" "Oh we' re looking 

for beach badges. We're looking for beach badges." 
I think that the fees, and the parking, and the 

patrols, · have discouraged families. And as far as I'm 

concerned, if you want a nice beach front, and. you want to 
attract business, you 1 re · talking about families. . The only 
people that can aff·ord .to pay these exorbitant rates are single 
people, o:r; people that are down here on vacation; not the 
f-amilies that live here all year around. Thank you._ 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank . you very much, Sp._aron, 

Sharon? 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Through the Chair? I just wanted 

to also let the public understand the impact when we talk about 
summer residents on communities. Ocean County has a year-round 
population of approximately 350, ooo people. We swell to well 
over 900, ooo people during the summer. The bulk- of that is 
down the shore communities. It is a tremendous impact on these / . 

communities. Now again, I don't think anybody is against 
people coming on the beaches, and want - to make them 

reasonable. But I think there' s also an understanding of the 
tremendous impact on municipalities, whether it's police,· 
whether it's roadways, or whether· it's anything else like 

that. It is a very difficult hardship. And we must certainly 
keep that in the back of our mind when we talk about that type 
of sizable increase from 350,000 to over 900,000. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: . Bob, would you just _ state your 
name-'and·add~~ss?: ,-,: 0 -'::: • • • :L:..::::..:~:..:, i~:1'..i tl::::-.: 1 r:: \;:;::.:.·:,-i::·,; - u-i-=,-,: 

t:::::::' :-:: :;,MR~,9 ANGm.sKI.::.-,;~.Yes;-; ;_.Mycl-name:li,se Robet:t'•.:·A,!lgt:li·ski. ·. I 
live in Bens:alem,._ .Pennsylvania;:<, 1-Lve,- been - f·o-1-1owing--the ·1,each 

access issue for the past year in the Asbury Park Press with a 
great deal of interest, and that's why I made a t·elephone call 
earlier this week. · 

Briefly, I visit the seashore once a week at a 
minimum, usually twice a week -- Sandy Hook, Gateway National 
Park, Point Pleasant, Seaside Heights, Wildwood, Atlantic City, 

and about once a year Ocean City. That '.s why your beach badge 
would be very difficult for me as an individual. 

I'd like to address the Mayor of Belmar. I think the 
concept that if this ocean and beach did not exist, the town of 
Belmar would no longer cease (sic) to exist. The 67-
(audie~ce reacts negatively) 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: _ No, no. Just a minute. 
MR. ANGULSKI: Sorry. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: . -P.1e~se, at . aI?,y hearings that 
we' re at, I realiy ask the indulg.ence of the people to listen 
to somebody's_ point of view. I really would prefer that there 
be no jeering of that type. Thank you. 

MR. ANGULSKI: It is my personal feeling that if the 
ocean and this beach was closed, this· community would· cease to 
exis.t. That's my personal feeling. And I think that concept 
is being ignored here today. 

Just to continue-- I don't believe this beach fees 
and beach access bill is going far enough. We' re not 
discussing any health and. safety issue in this bill. · I had a 
very unfortunate issue two to three years ago at Seaside 
Heights, where my daughter got hit by jellyfish. I went to the 

nearest lifeguard. He referred me to Seaside Heights lifeguard 
stand on the beach. • They told me the remedy: fresh water, 

alcohol, hydrogen peroxide, etc. When I asked for these 
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emergency solutions, they had none. They refused to give me 
any.,-= :::.They.,-:::toldc::-me the nearest hospital was four to five blocks 
away. . I Ihad .ar,Jeyoungst_erYtin. pai_p.. i:,.c;.She ,1waslo:mn: a .. srt,si:t~:1-D:f -~ 

ve~y very.,,uncomfortable\-:•·And yet1.. Ic:---re·ceived,,no,,hel.p, ;_:;-;£- th:inlt 

that the issue of medical attention on the beach should be 

looked at. I think it's being ignored -- such as a jellyfish 

bite, but, whatever the case may be. 
We also have to consider we have a very small beach 

right here. If we take Wildwood, we take Seaside Heights, the 
beach is a lot wider. And to go from the beach to the 
boardwalk, the beach to the main road, we have a hike. Again 
in Wildwood we' re t"alking about a half a mile walk. I think we 

should also look at emergency transportation to go from the 
beach to emergency medical services, or the same way · to have 

emergency medical s.ervices come to the beach -- such as a four 
wheel drive vehicle, or a neW; thing called "ATV" to 

transport emergency medical personnel. 
Right now, I think the lifeguards are not trained in 

basic or advanced fir_st. ai_d_, or CPR.. Maybe I'm mistaken, but 
at this . incident two or three years ago. I ·sought first aid and 

received nothing. They had no emergency -showers, no 
medication, and I was on my own; a very very cold attitude by 

the· lifeguards. I have a very nasty taste in my mouth from 

that incident. 
Just to continue on, I'm just questioning...;.- You would 

like to provide services for the people coming to visit you for 
the day. Where are the showers at the beach exits? Many many 
beaches do not have any type of shower or shower facilities. 
If you want to encourage people to visit your beach, and there 

is a source of water nearby, kindly put a shower head or heads 

in, similar to Gateway National Park and Point Pleasant. 

To continue: No· one has talked about handicapped 
access to the beach. There are no wooden sidewalks for the 
handicapped, senior citizens, or a person with a broken leg, to 
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get down to the ocean. It seems like the handicapped are 
completely.. ignored, , and--.'-!~•wender·- Y"hY~~ ~··I:~: realize:.:, there!.'.Sc:. an. 

~se .I Howe-.;zeJ¥in.;allI~c:aea -..ioioqen'i :side.taa.kv,'-is erected.J;•,;n;,. oafi. be-
,..,emoved-·and·· ..... e~ced·~ .. he next· ·y· ear ' · ~,-::.:..., ·.:-.:..."i ·.· .. • •.. ·, ... -_' -· ·: :. :_: . .-_ .,, ... . . . ._- .... J:1•J.Q. '!'._•.~ • • • . ..•. ~ ~ - -- -- ........ - .,.,....... ._.,..._., t.. ':-"' 

Another point, and this is a point of contention: 

Point Pleasant Beach, Jenkins Beach next to the jetty, there is 

a fence blocking the jetty. The jetty I ~derstand was built 
by the Army Corps of Engineers, with taxpayers money, and yet 

Jenkins Beach has a fence blocking the jetty. And a person 

wanting to take photographs or walk the jetty, is not permitted 

unless you have a beach tag, even though you don't want to walk 

on Jenkins Beach. I think that the private ownership of _ a 

beach, such as Jenkins Beach, is unconscionable, and especially 

_this fence built by the Army Corps of.Engineers. 

To continue: Point Pleasant Beach has a fee of $3. 50 

during the week, $5.00 on the weekend. This does not ensure a 

clean beach. ·Two .weeks ago I went two days in a row, and there 

was litter on the beach. It was not picked up, and yet they' re 

charging the ·$3. 50 .. for a beach fee.. I think I understand why . 

the high fee at Point ·Pleasant Beach, Jenkins Beach. I looked 

in · their garage and there's two brand new Porsches, which I 

think the public is paying to support. The owners of the beach 

have two brand new Porsches in their garage. 

fee-

today. 

by your 

Again, to address the Mayor of Belmar, your $8.00 

I can• t afford to spend $8. 00 to go on your beach· 

I will have to go to another beach. Y.ou are in effect, 

high beach fee, keeping me from.usinefyour beach today. 
Again, the safety issue. Please look at all aspects 

of handling a medical emergency on the beach, transportation to 
and from the beach for medical personnel, and such things as· 

having lifeguards equipped with a portable radio or telephone 

so they can be in contact with first aid personnel. I think 

this is a real problem. If a person has a diabetic emergency 

or a heart attack, given soft sand,· you have a pr·oblem. Thank 

you. 
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.ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA:· May - I have the microphone a 
s.ecQlid;?:-_:_:2.)3obti:::.,c:ou:l d :...y.o.u '.wai,.t1,~, j!ust:~~~;one Tsecon:d?. ::-: Thank. ':you:;, 

(-A~semb:lymaru~,,,pa~~ia ,.d:s·•--· hF1nded,i,mi~.ophQn&l~ to..-=: tmr.;pub-11.ic::taddies-S? 
system). - '· -- --- : - --- '- · ·- -- · · -

Mr. Angulski, you made- a statement before that Belmar 
would cease to exist. I think that was a rather poor choice of 
words . You have to understand s~mething. Before the beaches 
in Belmar were this popular, way back when, most of the 
citizens that are here today were here then. We still had a 
great town. Believe me when I tell you,· one of the probl_ems we 
have with visitors is they only see a community for one block 

-- the block from the beach --· in. And that was one of our 
problems with New Jersey. · They only saw our . State from the 
Turnpike or · the Parkway, and they never saw the beautiful 
communi.ties that we have. 

You have to understand something in Belmar-~ and I've 
lived here all my life in Neptune and Ocean Township. We have -
good schools here in Belmar.· We have good government in 
Belmar . :And we. have good . people. in- Belmar. And _ I • m .not just 
saying that ·poli°ticaily, Bob, believe· me. I've been hete all 
my life, 60 years on this earth I've been around this area-,. 
This statement is way off base. Beaches or not, there will 
always be a Belmar. 

MR. ANGULSKl: May I rephrase? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Sure. 

MR. ANGULSKI: In rebuttal,,. before I leave, it• s my 

humble opinion, exclllding Belmar, ;{hat the majority of beach 
communities - existing next to a beach would cease to exist if 
suddenly the beach or ocean would disappear or.would close. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Okay. It's your opi-nion. I 
don't agree with you. 

MR. ANGULSKI: Thank you. 
ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Right. 
MAYOR HERNANDEZ: One minute? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you. It' s nice to have 
YG\l:;come to-:::.testif.y,; Bob.. I- reaJ_ly; mean that~"·--I think.. .. it ~s a 
t(eaisimori.ynto 'Ohel :nice 1sea:cheg;,~:iII:1 ~Ne-i:,_;J:e,r;eey , tha 1z 'f.eu:hav:e -cpeo.p-le 

fl;om'2P.ennsyl vania journey here to our State. And we' re really 

happy to have you. 

Mayor Hernandez, this can't be a debate t"oday. We're 

here to take testimony. But Mrs. Hernandez can not stay 
still. Maria did you want.to make just one short statement? 

MAYOR HERNANDEZ: One second. Thank you very much for 
coming-- (Audience interrupts with inaudible comments) It is, 

and I will just take 30 seconds. 

Sir, if you come to Belmar, we have a fully staffed 

first aid station. We have showers by the gate when you 

leave. We are next week starting a handicapped ramp on 19th 

Avenue,- and our lifeguards have handheld radios. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: We' re not going to have debates 

here to~ay. We' re going to go down with the 1 i s·t. The ne~t . 
person-- (inaudible comment from audience) You're going to be 

right after the pe~ple that have signe~ up prior to_ this, The 
next person who signed up to spe-ak· at· this public meeting prior 

to coming here today, is - Mr. Rick McDonough, Ocean Township 

resident._ We' re going to have you on next. I think you want 

to go on. He has a 15--page report that he's going to leave 

with the Committee. We'll have it entered into the record, and 

w.e 've asked him to summarize so we can get to eve:i:ybody here 

today. 

MR. McDONOUGH: Thank you, Chairman Villane, members 
of the Committee. I'm Rick ?1cDonough. I live at 273 Michael 
Avenue in Ocean Township. That' s not beach front property, 
however, I do own some beach_ front property located in Dover 

Township in Ocean County. 

My remarks here today ~re going to be directed towards 

the issue of beach access for the public, as it relates to 

private property. I don't intend to talk about municipal 
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beaches or quasi municipal beaches, _ although we necessarily 
have ·tcr..~:con-s:rder-~t~at :.:issue •when,--1we- ta·lk.- a-bett.t ptivate!·beaches 
b:eeati.sentheo, P.'\ilelro t-!i!l'r~cr~tr-irt&•.-.:--d'"~-:wm~ht7S: the tt.rmnd:rt.idlt 
for-=::-, acces:s-.--.Lt;e::.-.1alLo:.the:-:-~.-bea:ches:·-· -...;p~b~gin-s witn ·the- public

beaches, and is .. used by those who would argue that there should 
be public access to private beaches. 

The report that was issued in May by the Public 
Advocate contains a number of inte,rnal inconsistencies and 
mistaken premi$es. The· Public Advocate argues that · based upon 

the Public Trust Doctrine, the State of New Jersey should 
purchase all beaches in New Jersey, both public and private. 
The Public Advocate report goes on to state _ that based upon a 
number o-t New Jersey Supreme Court decisions, that iri the 
Public Advocate•s op1n1on the State of New Jersey - could 
exercise ·its eminent domain power and take all the beaches but 
not have to pay for them, because in the Public Advocate' s 

. argument the Public Trust Doctrine says ·all the beaches belong 
to all the people, includi_ng the private beaches. 

QN_IDENTIFIED .MEMBER,_ 9F AUDIENCE: . That's right. _He_' s 
absoluteiy right. 

MR. McDONOUGH: Now that's what the Public Advocate 
.says. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: No, I 1 11 tell you. Everybody is 
go"ing to· have an opportunity. If you want to corne up to 
testify ;__ and you' re going. to testify next -- please gi~e 
whoever is up here the courtesy of listening to them without 
comment. I appreciate that. Go ahead. · 

MR. McDONOUGH: That's what the Public Advocate says, 
and that '-s what the New _Jersey Supreme Court has implied in its 
decisions, starting in 1972 _ and continuing through • 84 in the 
Bay Head decision. However, the United States Supreme Court, 
in the two decisions . hand_ed down this year - the First 
Evangelical Church case and Nolan vs. the _ California Coastal 
Commission -- has made it clear that there are Federal 
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Constitutional limits on what a state or a municipal government 
c.an do,- when;\ it; comes· tcr:·,.pri-va:t_e ,~propetty-..L0:..J: ~a:rL't"'.""emphas·ize -

ta:a'e,~s:trciitgly::-:enough'!':-".::i'he~'Fifth:.~~~Arnendmehlitrhsa¥S,t:l:-1m'h:e1raKJsha:bh 
be no taking '-Of ,private- property for publie use,n withouu.,,0.j.ust 

compensation being paid. 11 The Public• Advocate .. seems _ to have 

forgotten about that. The New Jersey Supreme Cou·rt seems to 

have forgotten about that. You, members of the Committee, can 

not forget about that. No matter what is said by the people 

today, no matter what is said by people in the future, no 

matter what your constituents say to you, you cannot forget the 

Constitution. And the Constitution says, if the State takes 
it, it 1 s got to pay for it. 

Now we •·ve heard some testimony here today from the 

private citizens, the Public Advocate, Senate representatives 

. here, and they• ve said t:hat -- or at least the Public Advocate 
has said that the beaches should be free, no charge. Well fair 

enough. While we're at it, let's make all golf courses free, 

. all the ski lifts, all the tennis courts. I'm being facetious 
· here, . but you . can see my point. Why_ not? Why should the 
beaches be·. free? . I mean, everybody knows. 'nothing is free. 

Somebody is going to pay for it somewhere. And if it's not the 

users, it's going to be everybody in this State, whether they 

use the beach or don•. t use the beach. I don't think -- and I 

think a lot of people here agree with me -- that it's realistic 

to say that the beaches s~ould be available to everybody for no 
charge. Perhaps they should be available to everybody, but to 

say no charge is absolutely absurd. 
There's a lot more that I could say on ·this, but 

Chairman, members of the Cammi ttee, you have my report on 
this. I thank you for giving me the time to speak before you 

today. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you very much; Rick. That 

concludes .the testimony of the people who have submitted prior 

requests. to appear before the Cammi ttee. We' 11 now proceed 
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with· the people who have signed up today that would like to 
speak . before the~- ·ccmmitte~,, .. and _we.\r.e .. going ·ta,. sta:z::::t.:::-w:ith, 
:m:aart:hy...:-v~-u?oro1my,;.;.gwouldT1you _r ;read.:.:..ry..owrn.ename d.JIBd" aadress sin.to. 
the ·r.eco-ra.?T1rJ ~~ ·;i:..;.:., .. ~.;f-:~·: :;···'.:::::'.·:~·-,-y f::::- p:.:=:Ti::: ,.:,,;:;~,. v.-~-;~~:.:·:;-;-c j:;-;:_,__-

-MS. ARGYROS: - · Dorothy Argyros---- Can you hear me?. 
(witness switches microphones) My name is Dorothy Argyros, and 
I live at 1338 Tenth Avenue in Neptune. I've lived there for 
23 years. 

First of all I would like to say I wonder if you 
gentlemen know how frustrating it is, The public has .one 
chance to speak. -It• s today. The people who have gotten up 
and taken an hour and a half of our time, I 'm happy to hear 
what they had to say, but they have oppo~tunities to express 
themselves in many other ways. You could really g.et a heart 
attack sitting. up here listening to comments from people who 
have many other ways to express themselves and to imp~ct upon 
what is· done in the State. 

I think follow-ing up the last discussion, I• m going to 
say a- few truths,. that everybody _knows but_ you_ never hear 

. . . . . .. . 

said. Nobody built the beach. God -- or whoever -- put · the 
beach·there. The towns did not put the beach here, and so long 
as the State and the Army Corps of. E~gineers do the jetties, 
keep building the jetties, and keep the ocean back, there's 
going to be a beach there. · If the towns back off and do 
nothing at all, .there's going to be a beach there. And if the 
towns backed off and did nothing at all, maybe I could just go 
down there and sit for a peaceful hour on the beach. 

Now what happened was, some local residents decided to 
create local resorts that would profit the hotels, that would 
·profit the . merchants, that would profit the restaurants, etc. 
The merchants make money off the tourists, -and the rest of us 
who live here suffer. We don't make money off tourists. We 
suffer congestion. We suffer higher prices in the summer, as 
everybody knows. And we suffer high beach fees that many of us 
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can't afford because we have families, w~ have guests coming 
down;.-we.<o~ t: take :-them ,to· .the·-beach',, ._: T~at..I.ls why :!Al.a.:::are ·.ri.o.t 

orr.-the.?. beadr :·tb'/.an~e:r:: the.~- gues;ti0nnaires•:.: when -poop-le.:: dome, 

areund-::and ,;say, "Do you think the beach fees are fair?" That's 

a pretty specialized little group you're asking. You're asking 

the people who could afford to get on the beach. l think you 

should take those questionnaires off the beach and say, "Would 

you be on . the beach today if you could afford it?" Your 

numbers might be a little different. 

Okay. It ' s another case whe·re many have to pay, 

including the taxpayers here, so that a ·few people can get the 

goodies; and I'm talking about merchants. My feeling is that 

the State should take over the beaches so that we local 

residents can go on there, and I think they should charge a 

surtax against those people who are profiting off the 

tourists. I think the tourists pay too much money. I think 

they should charge a surtax to the profiteers, the people who 

make the money off the tourists. That's the only fair way of 

doing it. 
. . 

I . came here with a bunch of horror sto.ries from myself -

and my friends, who have suffered this myself for 23 years. We 

moved to the area because of the beach. We are now priced off 

the beach. We enjoy the beach in September. During the summer 

it's hell. Traffic is terrible. We really can't enjoy the 

beach until September comes. - We don't get anything but 

disasters for this beach -- that we came because. we love it and 

enjoy it. 
I am not going to take the time of the people here to 

read all the horror stories. I' 11 just . mention a few that 

relate directly to beach access for the cost. 

In Elberon, there used to be a little free beach 

tucked in between the Takanassee and I think the Elberon Beach 

Club. I'm not sure what beach club it was. My son-in-law told 

me about it. I started going there. It was hard· to find. 
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You've got to find a 1 i tt 1 e pa th between bushes, and you have 
t-o know it-·' s· • ther.e. t;--:;Qne,· :.day . L·:_went. · The ·:attitude· of. the 

peopie" wrarr1havei abr:0gated-tf:, the,s;nontro] rta-f \-,the pe-a;_ches c~tc,r 

themse1ves;, c::and who are privately ,profiting::: fromFthis; do.:ndt 

like the public to have _access. So one day I went to the 

little hidden beach, and for about a mile around, there were no 

parking spots. That's attitude. Someone mentioned attitude. 

It is attitude. It's whether you feel you have the right to 

abrogate unto yourself something that God put there for 

everybody, and make a private profit from it. 

A second story and then ·r ' 11 do three. One day I read 

some cases about some beaches. To my surprise I found out the 

courts say·the beaches are open to public east of the main high 

water mark. I don't know where that is, but it's_ got to be 

somewhere down near the water. And it seemed that if you could 

get there before nine a .m. , or if a friend would let your ·cross 

their property, or if you could get there on a State owned 

jetty, you aren't trespassing. So I went up to a Belmar beach 

guard .and: I. said, "Hey _isn't this true? Couldn't I--" You 
know. The beach guard ~aid, "Oh no. II I said, "Well wha:t. would.·_ 

happen?" He said, "Well a guard would come ·up. The guards 

have the right--" this is the rule "--""-the guards have a right 

to go up· to you anytime, anywhere on the beach and say 'Do you· 

have a beach badge?' and if you don't, you better get off. It 

doesn' t matter how you got on there. " So I haven't tried ·that 
in Belmar. 

My favorite story is Sea Bright. It's a story of 

attitude, an:d it's -a story of cheating the people · --- a few 

people cheating the others. In Sea Bright, as you know, ·there 

are beautiful homes running along parallel to_the ocean. Then 

there's a street, then there' s a parking lot, and then there' s 

a large sea wall with the ocean right behind it. You can't see 

the ocean from the street. The sea wal 1 is quite 1 arge. And 

the riparian owners, the owners of the homes, have built little 
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stairways and porches so that they can get and go over to the 
beach. ,._. And .imz.ar:iably .on~- a,ll:? thosec,ltittle stai.rways::-::yoo.,;. have 

$.i.~,; "No,:,Trespass½h~·g;:-~Keep Off .. cc~Jti~t~<.tPrope~ty.t.i~ac1.'Dhen t-a, 

st~m-:::.-aomes a-:lo:hg,,-:alike :t~e- one~d~M~rchr.a·Lcouple.,;:-;ofuy.earscl•ago.;·• i· 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: '86. 
MS . ARGYROS : '86, thank you. It damages· the wall. 

Suddenly, the homeowners are screaming, "Repair our wall. Our 

homes are in danger." And maybe the government drags its feet 

a little because that's really a matter of a lot of people 

paying to save the _lives of a few selfish homeowners. So maybe 

we drag our feet a little. And then the signs come down. You 

can ride along the length, and you wouldn't. see one sign 
saying, ,;Private Property. No_ Trespassing. II Then the. wall is 

repaired. and then they go up again, as I understan_d it. The· 

last time I drove doWll. there, the signs were up again. 

Now, I will end with a little speculation. It is has 

been my experience in a long life that where people feel 
they're being.ripped off, they resent it. And their resentment 

·_. comes out in _little ways. And of course you remember Simon and 

Ga·rfunkel, i'The words ~f the· prophets ar·e written on the ~ubway 

walls and tenement halls." I think if people did not feel so 
ripped off on these beaches, it would· be visible in less 

litter, less beer cans, I think people would take care of a 

valuable resource that they felt was open to them. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE:· Dorothy liv.es in Neptune, and 

Neptune has a beach, and it's called Ocean Grove. 

MS • ARGYROS : Yes . 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: What are the fees in. Ocean Grove? 
MS. ARGYROS: I really don't know. I haven't used the 

beach in years. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: You don't go to--

MS. ARGYROS: I understand Ocean Grove is about $30 a 

season. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Six fifty daily. (varying 

amounts can be heard from members of audience) 
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MS. ARGYROS: I don't even try to go on the beach any 

more. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: We'll look it tip. Thank you, 

Doro1:hy. We appreciate your testimony. The next person I 'd 

like to hear from is Eva Kesselman. Eva? 
E VA KE S S E L M A R: Hello. I'm Eva Kesselman, and I'm 

a relatively -new resident. My husband and I are relatively new 

to the shore. Nobody forced us to come here. We chose this 
place because it I s so· lovely. Many people seem to think so, 

despite the so-called '"high fees" and little access, because 
how else would we get 70, ooo people to Belmar on a warm day? 
That happens to _be a fact. If it was so expensive· and 
inaccessible, they couldn't possibly be here ... 

·To my knowledge, from-what I have seen up and-down the 

shore,- there is not one other town that has as many clean 
bathrooms as Belmar has, and that is important, and it costs 

money. It is not free. I realize everybody would like a 
freebie., and so would I, but it is not possible. That's about 

all I have to: say. 
One more ·thing. This·- so;...calied·mythical. family .of 

£out who_· pays a fortune. People don't realize up_ to 14, and 
probably many sneak on that are 16, are free. This family of 

four is a · family of two. If another family joins them and 
someone picks up 1:he bill, that's there business .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you. 
MS. KESSELMAN: That's it? Okay. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: It's all right, Ms. Kesselman. 

· Go ahead .. 

MS. KESSELMAN-: Okay. Well, this is. really about all 
I have to_ say. This beach is well kept. There's .a tremendous 

amount of litter here on a Saturday night. Yet you come Sunday 

mc:>r~ing, somehow the elves have been at work in t~e middle of 
the night, and it Is clean. And I don It think anybody here 

wants to work for nothing, and neither do these people who pick 
up the litter. Thank you. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: _Very nice, Eva. As a result of 

the last hearing in Long Branch, the biggest complaint in that 

municipality wasn't water quality, wasn't beach fees. The 

biggest complaint was litter on the beaches. And as a result 

of that meeting we introduced a bill last week -- the members 

of _this Committee and myself -- that would increase the fines 
for littering on the beaches up. to $500, and the proceeds of 

the fines would be kept by the municipality to defray their 

costs in litter cleanup. 
· Barbara Hoelle? 

correctly. If you'll 

I'm sorry. 

read your name 

I didn't pronounce it 

and address into the 

record please. 

B A R B A R A L. HOELL E: I'm Barbara Hoelle, and I 

live in Wanamassa. 

Probably 18 _years ago or so 6 I used to go to a free 

beach in. Asbury Park and just sit for an hour and sun. myself 
and · go home. There's no place I can do that any more. I 'm not 

a person who can stay on the beach all day. I can't afford to 

pay fi_ve or e~ght __ dol~ars_ to sit on the beach. There's no 
place to go· any more. 

Mr. Palaia addressed a· survey that was done and said 

that many many people feel that the beach fees are not 

exorbitant. But they were all asked of people who were ·on the 

beach. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: No, it wasn' t. Barbar a, it -was 

done on the boardwalk, not on the" beach. These people were 
/ 

just walking up and down the beach front. 
MS. HOELLE: Okay, but how about the people who just 

don't come to the boardwalk any. more. I mean, they stay away 
because they can't afford 25 cents a half hour to park the 

car. And they don't go to the boardwalk because they want to 

be on the beach. They can't afford the beach. I mean, we all 

know there are a lot of people who just don't go to the beach 

any more. I really think the best thing to do would be to have 

the State operate the beaches. That's all I have. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Thank you, Barbara. 
, ,.. .:;.:- ASSEMBLYMAN -LV:ILLANE;:-,.:•:-: Thank [ ,ye.uv·, Barbara 1,.-:-:- Matthew 

Becrih~'a. it_J,Iatt:?sn: &-ivea1¥0Ur q11Lainei :vandwcadd'r.ess:;ef:,oo: the~=' .recor..d: 

MATTHEW B O C C H I N 0: . Matthew Bocchino. I live at 
10 Mt. Vernon Court in Livingston, but I have been coming down 
to Belmar for the entire- summer for approximately 40 years. 

I don't think that there's anyone that would be object 
to a cap being put on for the beach to help with the financing 
of the beaches. However, I think the point needs to be made 
that the excessiveness of the fees in Belmar, one of the 
specific purposes was reducing the amount of people that came 
down; because about three or four years ago it got so crowded, 
that· the attempt to reduce the crowds was to raise the fees to 
such a point.that they couldn't come down. 

Unfortunately also, there was an underlying factor of 
trying to reduce the minority population that was coming down 
to the beaches on the .fourteenth and fifteenth. A lot of 
people. are. go~ng to deny this, but I work in Orange. I'm a 
p~incipalin Orange. A ·1ot of my parents ~nd kids used to come 
down· here. They cannot· afford to come down simply because the 
fees are much too high. They would be able to pay a much more 
reasonable fee than the way it is now. I think the concept of 
a cap would be beneficial to all_ the residents. Thank you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: · Thank you · very much, Matt. The 
next person is Mrs. Elizabeth Maas, M~A-A-S. Elizabeth? 

/ . 

EL I Z ABET H J. MAAS: I'm a senior. I live in 
Lakewood in New Jersey. (audience informs witness they can't 
hear her) 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Right into the microphone. 
That's good. 

MS. MAAS: I have bathed at the shore for over 50 

years, and I've seen the deterioration in the water and also in 
the services. Beach fees are too high, meter fees are too 
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high. Twenty five cents an hour would be adequate, especially 
along your~.:hea"Chvf'ront \he.r.e;·~;I had-:seme_one. just :relate thatrtto: 

me·~this:-:•·mor:n7i-rt.g.,?as :~sh.ffi-.w:as,_: ,goingcon.r.:tne::.,b-ea.e-m f(.,audti.ence•::--;l:eitrst 

witness know they can't hear her) You can't hearme? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: .. You've got to·· go right. into the 

mike. Hold it up real close to your face. 

MS. MAAS: Okay. Clean beaches. are not the total 
picture. Quality of water is also a very big factor. People 

go to the beaches to go into the ocean. As a· shore ·resident 

for over 50 years, ·I've seen the deterioration of the quality 

of the water. Silt is something that most people aren't aware 

of. It floats, very light tiny particles as the waves breaks. 

It's silt. Garbage and sewage? I found raw sewage at the . 
water's edge at Seaside Park, where I bathe occasionally. I . 

. have just continually over the years backed south as far as I 
can, Asbury Park, Avon, way down now. The filth is pushing 

down as it normally does. 

It is not only Sandy Hook that is the problem. It is 

the locai overflows a_lso. And I'm. concerned, as this. Asbury 
. . 

· Park Press art1.c"ie states, about this wall between Belmar and 

·spring Lake that covers a 2 million gallon a day sewage pipe 

beneath the wall. Why is 2 billion gallons of raw sewage right 

at the beach front? Because it goes. in the ocean, that's why. 
And walking the Spring Lake beaches in the evening, I have had 

to leave several times because of the stench at night blown in 

from the ocean. It's a disgrace, and it's horrible. I give 

up. Therefore I would recommend that the State take over the 
beaches. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: · Through the Chair, Doc. I just 

want to make one clarity of my concerns, to share with the 

public that's here. Through the efforts of Doc Villane,· and I 

see Senator Pallone -- I don't know if he's still here or not 

-- but there has been a continual push to .find a permanent 

funding source for shore protection, so that our beaches will 
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not lapse in, and part of the water quality problems you' re 
talking-- abou:e=-.-will be taken care .of ..... ,We,. have.,been--unable,~to;·· 
on- thei.. J.eg,i:s:ia:t-jve:.; le~el ,.,,~,bec~aus~ of~ the: b.l.acking ;_Crf.i,:many·•::.·No.r1:h 
Jerseyf: l:eg1isla.tors·,.::-:--: 'been-. ,a:tHe- l. tdr7;--•f ind·' a ,.,permanent funding 

source for shore protecti6n~~ And if it wasn.' t for Doc Villane 
this year putting some $40 million in the budget, you would not 
see any money. So a major concern- we· have-, and a major problem 

we have is, the water quality, shore protection, and finding 

the money statewide to do that. And it seems we come to doing· 
it, and saying to everyone that the water quality is a 

statewide problem -- the State should in its entirety pay for 

it -- North Jersey doesn't want to hear that. I think that's 
an important thing to understand . . 

Everyone who wants the beaches-- They talk about the 
State taking it over, but the State does not want to pay the 
tab of retaining our beaches the way they have · to be. Md if . 

the State would wake up to that factor and understand.that it's 

a statewide problem to take care of our beaches, maybe a lot of 
these probl_e~s would. be solved themselves. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: The next speaker. is Mild.red D. 

Day from the Belmar Woman's Club. Mrs. ·nay? 
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: She left. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: The next person is Aaron Smith, 
Mr. Smith? 

A A R O N S M I T. H: My name is Aaron Smith. I live at 
Birdsall Road in the Farmingdale section of Howell Township. 
I've lived in this area for over 50 years, and I'v~ watched the 
water quality in this area deteriorate over a;ll these years. 
I'm speaking as a long time fisherman and .a beach bum. 

Much of our tax dollars go towards the construction 
and maintenance of the sea walls and the jetties that you see 

out there, that protect our beaches. If it wasn't for those 
jetties and the sea walls we wouldn't have the beautiful wide 

beach that we have out there. These were put up with public 
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funds, and yet we again have to pay _,to utilize these ... same 
beache.s1 .• ~~'J1his •illf! d.ouhle· c.t-a-xat,ion.:; t,We' re:::-0paying :.~tch·,pi:otad.t t.he 

Jaeacl!J.es lag.discre~e ~the:--bea.che&l::hy c:paying ~h.thei- sea ;;_wcf~;ls,vand

tlle ,.j$tt:i!es}-::and:,:i:hen We"-have""-to pay t6; go on ·the :beaches 'a<]ci'fn,--:-

In many areas you can't even utilize the beaches, the 
sea walls, or the "jetties, due to a lack of parking· and/or a 
proliferation of "No Trespassing" signs speaking 
specifically. of Monmouth Beach, and especially most of Sea 
Bright. Many of the areas I used to walk and fish ·are now 
blocked by fences and malls. I wish Mr. Palaia was here 
because of the fences that are up-~ Pallone rather-~ because 
of the fences that are up in Long Branch. 

ASSEMBLYMAN_ VILLANE: In Long Branch, yeah. Part -of 
this bill would provide 1:hat those fences must be take~ down to 
allow free access _north and south along the beaches. 

. . . . 

MR. SMITH: Tremendous, because I walked that area for 
· a lot of years, fishing. over the years_ it seems that as the 
access becomes more difficult and expensive, the water quality 
and_ the fishin_g ~eem to deteriorate. I '.rn. sure the swimmers 
find the -~am~ :·situ~tion. Sotrie: of the things that are helpful 

are: _ More recycling of refuse and a deposit bottle- bill, which 
would cut down the waste stream that seems to find its way into 
our ocean; more and better controls of the dumping of garbage 
from ships, including our own U. s. · Navy -- which shocked me 
that they dump, I mean, that blew my mind -- even the small 
boats. We have to have better control of the off-loading of 
refuse at the Great Kills Landfill, and we have to stop dumping_ 
of sewage sludge and industrial waste. In short, we must stop 
using our ocean as a dump. 

_ I have stopped purchasing any duPont product_s, period, 
since I _ find out that they are our last industrial ocean 
polluter in this area. I'm sure that they won't miss my 

business, my little two rolls of string line that I used to buy 
every year I don't buy any more. That won't hurt them too 
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bad. But if enough people joined me, we might have a little 

impae;t;:'"on d~.ont ,and:= wake ,~t---hem..cup:.. ~ - , ~ 
:· ';;;---c 

:::-s~::!:c;:; :L"'i:ll:ltt:eY-era.n~'ltlyt,~:i.flai~ndT l:iayen'ti for at.-1<:W<FldG a-long, tile: 

beach- 'a:t' "'Manasquan::,;-tcv= oelebr:ate·,·-=.-!JBig '~C ;Dayrnc-b-HtManasqll;an !·s 

hundredth birthday. -All evening. long ... ! .heard comments from the 

people about the garbage in the ocean that they had ·all day. 

One woman said she came out of the water with plastic streaked 
aro-µnd her legs. I mean this is a sad commentary on life at 

the Jersey shore. 
The point I'm trying to make with all this is, we' re 

getting less quality for a higher price, and I don't think.it's 

fair. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Thank you, Aaron. 

ASSEMB~YMAN VILLANE: Thank you very much, Mr. Smith. 

The next one to testify. is T.F. Keating from Trenton, New 

Jersey. Mr. Keating? Take your time, take your time. 

While Mr. Keating is getting ready, for all of you 

that have filled out that -questionnaire, would you be sure and 

hand i_t J~. to the st~ff so we ca11. include. that as . part o.£ our 

report. The reports will be available when the final analysis 

of this taped testimony is done. Mr. Keating? 

T H O M A S F. K E A T I N G, S R.: Mr. Chairman, I want 

to thank you for allowing me to speak today, and the other 

members of the Committee. (audience informs ·witness they can't 
hear him) 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Right into the front of it. 
(witness adjusts microphone) That's it. 

MR. KEATING: I would like to thank th·e Chairman for 

allowing me to speak here today. First of all I want to say 

that I am 100% against beach fees, ·period. Beach fees, as fat 

as I'm concerned, remind me of the Boston Tea Party, taxation 

without representation. 
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The Governor's Bureau of Tourism every year a week in 
May they.::.ha,z.e; . .a .. tourism -week,i:f .... )fhe Governor speaks in front of 
the State..u.:House-f,;'--, ag.d;,_iythe.y:c:;,make .-a ·:.big: tor-do enrer. 21-1:I:i.nq 'Ellle 

Gdvernor-;-:made·,.,the_;_:_statementJ.e~~~I;:didii' t; hear;.· .it this Iy.ea-r._;::but1. ·:r.; 
heard it last· year -- ·made the statement that tourism in the 
State . of New Jersey is an $8 billion business, and 85% is at 
the Jersey shores. The millions of dollars that the Federal 
government has poured into these beaches, and the millions of 
dollars over the years that the State of .New Jersey has· poured 
into these beaches ·to· subsidize them, on top of the referendum 
that they had on the ballot· three years ago -- the $50 million-:-

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: My bill. 
MR. KEATING: Fifty million ~ollars, _plus subsidizing 

by. the State and the Federal government. Three years ago- there 
was a. storm and it hit Monmouth County. · The Governor and his 
entourage make a television tour of the beaches on a Saturday, 

. and they come up with a· total of $3 million i~ damages -
Sunday papers in my town, two papers . Monday morning there ' s a 

piece in .t.he paper · by the Chairman . of the F~eeholder Board of 
-Mo~outh County.· .. ·He. estimates· '$18 .mill1on worth of . damag~;· 

And _I 'm . happy to say that the Feder al government didn '· t give 
·Monmouth County one red cent, for_ there was no property damage, 
there was no loss of life. 

In October of every year, the ~ureau of Tourism puts· a 
list out of what each ~icipality makes in beach fees in any 
given year. Three or four years ago, the State of New Jersey 
gave Ocean City over $5 million for beach erosion, in the 
middle of the summer, in the middle of the season. And all the 
people down there· were complaining about _ the hoses and the 
equipment all over the beach. When the Bureau of Tour ism put 
the list out of who made what for that year, Ocean City took in 

$998,000 on beach fees. 
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Now the beach fee law, I think. it· camEJ out in 1955 -

anq; I- 1m1h~ ~ isay jthat,...:Ii.::..havenLtcpaidl:for;..;p.;__;beach,; fee,::in 25· 

1tears:;:~and. ti:>,:;the. da:fi:.{I die::,~,I wontt buy:~another.) beaeh fee·. . But 

tne- municip.ali ty·.: that- 1-,go· to, 'I go on the ·beach: everyday, '.:if I 

wear walking shorts. This happened 25 years ago. I didn't 

feel well this day. I didn't want to go in .the water.· I said 

to my dear wife, "I'm going to go up on the beach in my shorts 

until a lifeguard comes on. When the lifeguard comes on you've 

got to have the beach badge. I'll sit there read my book, 10 

o'clock ·wnen· the guard comes on I'll come back home." I got 

engrossed in the book, and it was past 10 o'clock, an~ all of a 

sudden the beach girl is checking the beach badges sand she 

walks up to me and she said,. "Your beach badge, sir. Oh, you 

don't need a beach badge sir. You don't have a swimming suit 

on." And it dawned on me. They•·re not charging me to sit to 

go on the beach. They' re charging me to swim in the ocean, 

which they don't owri. 
I .would like to· address one question to the Public 

Advocate if I may_, if he's still h~re .. 
·. ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Yes, he is .. He's here. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: If you' 11 just make your 

statement. He'll get back to you. 

MR. KEATING: Sir, as I understand it, the New Jersey 

Supreme Court came out with a ruling that all beaches would be 

free -- not fr~e, but access to all beaches. There is a 
municipality -- I can't remember the name of the municipality 
-- which had a sea wall, and shortly after that decision came 

out the State of New Jersey said, "Take the ~all down or we' 11 

tear it down." Did that municipality ever take that wall down? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: It's really difficult to 

answer. There's a number of cases before the State where walls 

have been put up at the ·end of streets. There' s a sea wal 1 in 

Sea Bright that the State built on private property. If you 

could better locate that, and if you could give it to us in 
writing--
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·:.=..:....=-:_-:... -=- ... 

MR. KEATING: Deal. I believe it was Deal. 
:ASSEMBLYMAN\: VILLANE: Y• -~ ·Do· you.:,.::want ,-, him ,t-0----;. answer _that 

I!:awrmr 3lhm ycau tw.ant;:'l'J.,im mcget -,-back: fu::¼"ot1r1,withr. al.=parnicular-+;,__;_~ 

,_,.,-- ,.,,,,:~i,MR:-.a..tKEATING::: i I '-;•just. wa.ntv, him tm _ sayc:Yes'-~carnnor.. jD"id 

they take it down? 

MR. SHAPIRO: (from audience) It was a fence. 

MR. KEATING: A fence? 

MR. SHAPIRO: Right. 

MR. KEATING: Did they take it down? 

MR. SHAPIRO: No, 

MR. KEATING: .Then I say to· you sir, as the public 

defender, that you start charges against. the Attorney General 

of the State of New Jersey, who has taken an oath to def end the 
laws of the State of New Jersey, and he isn It doing it. What 

is the hold up on getting that fence down? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Okay, Mr. Keating, I don't want 

to get into a debate dialogue with the members here, but if 

you'll· continue your testirnony--
_MR. KEATING: .. I"'rn- finished, sir ... . . 

ASSEMBLYMAN. VILLANE: Okay, you are? I want to thank 

you, Mr. Keating, but I'd like to just point out a couple of 

minor inaccuracies in some of the things that you've said. 

First of all, the $50 million Shore Protection Bond 

Act, of which I was the sponsor, requires that every 

municipality that gets.aid from the State for sho~e protection, 

must duplicate✓ that money with half the costs. So towns 1 ike 
/ . 

Belmar and Bradley Beach, that receive a million dollars for 
shore protection, must in turn go out to bond their half of the 
project, and in turn they· put that responsibility on their 

taxpayers to provide shore protection. That's. part of the 
requirements of the $50 million bond act, and it also requires 

that municipalities provide public access. 

MR. KEATING: Are you saying that 

dollars that they would get out of that, they 

to the State? 
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ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: They match it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: They have to match it or they 

don't get it. 

MR. KEATING: But there is millions of dollars of 

State money--

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Yes. 

MR. KEATING: --that are subsidizing these beaches? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Half of it ts from the--

MR. KEATING: So there's taxation without 

representation, period. ls it or notJ 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: It isn't, and I don't really-
MR. KEATING: It's Federal money--
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: No, no, no. 
MR. KEATING: --and it's· State money. Not the $50 

million, isn't Federal money. But the $50 million is State 

money. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: And the other portion that the 

town puts up is local money. The local taxpayers pay for it. 

. MR._ KEA~ING: I agree_ with you, ~ agree with you. But 
aren't ·you getting State ·money for nothing? Right? Taxat'ion 

without r·epresentation, period .. 

ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Can we have the microphone for a 

minute? (public address system microphone is passed to 

Assemblyman Singer) Thank you. Can I make a statement. I. 

won.'t get into a debate. I promise, Mr. Chairman. I just·want 
to mate a statement as a shore legislator, and ·someone who has 

I tfiink some things that are important for the public to 

understand. 

Yes, tourism is an $11 billion industry in the State 

of New Jersey. (inaudible comment from audience} It's an $11 

billion industry, and in Ocean County it's the· number one 

industry. The shore legislators, as well as the Tourism 

Committee, has tried for rears to have the State determine what 

share of sales tax and everything else, the shore communities 
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pay in, and what percentage we get back. I would only hope 
that the .:p.wil-r·,;:.,_w.ould~ :r.ead,,- every,:- time-~ that '"··T:tenton--; Newatk~i' 

iiI-e-r•sey•_.~·eity-,. Hoboken, -has special legislation passed to send 
them $4 million;:-· $3° million, '$8 :. mil"lion,,: ·:_ :· r,:-,:think· :i:f, iwe-c.:eve-r 

analyzed the amount of monies spent in the shore communities by 
the State, compared to what they spend in the rest · of the 
State, you' 11 see that we are continually shortchanged, and 
that includes our roadways. Take a look at the fact that in 
Ocean County Route 9, Route 37, Route 88, 195 was · never 
completed, and everything else we talk about·, and take a look 

at what they spend in North Jersey. You'll start to understand 
some of the problems we face . 

. MR. KEATING: Sir, can I say one thing? 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE:· No, no, no. 

MR. KEATING: One thing? 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: No, Mr. Keating. We have other 

people that wa~t to be heard. 
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: ( speaking from 

au~ience) Ho~ mu_ch of it is discrimination? How much? 
Anybody?· - These people· -right here,· how much is· discr-imination 

in these beach fees? 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: May I--
UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: I can afford to get 

on the beaches-- (inaudible) How much of it is 
discrimination? . Can you answer? -(inaudible) It''s all 
discrimination. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: I'd like to hear from Arlene 
Nash. 

UNIDENTIFIED MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: I Ive said my piece. 
Just think about it. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Ms. Nash? 
ARLENE NASH: I'm Arlene Nash from Trenton, that much 

maligned plac~ where all you gentlemen hold court. 
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In listening to people today, I seem to get the 

f eelinga=a.S:.-".a·..:.taurist ;and . as .. only a summertime resident ,.,...;..,_ and 

na:~s.eyei:fi-ayerycs.urnmer :-":: th.P''E'' :,what, :-yoU; !.-would peal.iy. li;kecc.:.us; 
tourists ti::>llio·.-.. ,is !to ,-:sertdca, check··, andn'not :Showi rup. :1 f Now, ,,I,tm 

not going to do that. · 
I want to tell you, I'm in Ocean Grove this ·summer, 

and I think the fees are excessive. It's $45 for a season. I 

have a family of five and .they are not under 14. It costs me 

$225 and I think that's really outrageous. Now, I'm not 

against beach fees. I think they have to relate to the costs. 

I think you gentlemen, and the administration of all the 

communities, .have an obligation to show what that relation is 

to make it fair. 

I think the State should be a participant in 

supporting the beaches. I mean, I pay taxes for roads up in 

Livingston, and I pay for taxes for schools in.Camden. I feel 

that '.s · · an important obligation of citizens, and perhaps 

northern ·and central' New Jerseyans haven't done their· job in 

co~unicat.ing to their own leg~.slators, as opposed , to these 
-gentlemen ·who·· hear all - the time · ·I'm -sure from their 

constituents. And perhaps that's something we can do as 

part-time residents, or summer residents, is talk to our own 

legislators if we think that the fees are excessive, that the 

State should participate and should help communities on a 

flexible basis where it's necessary and where it's more 
compacted. New Jersey is a very very dense ·state, and it's a 

small enough state so that everybody can get to the beaches, 
and they do. 

I really don't have any other comments, except f0r one 

thing. I think Ocean Grove is a de 1 ightful community. The 

beaches are delightful. The water has been great. And I'm 

willing to pay, up to a point. I don't think it's fair for 

such excessive fees to be put on not only the part-time 

residents, but the full-time residents. 
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ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you, Arlene .. · It's 
:i:nteres.ting .-._ to.:·.:.no,te :-e.that:; thel ·:··beaclles-·~=-ar:e:'.' ·popul:a'r.:::and not 

!)QpuLaT;:,n warthr:ha:sdity,i::>any--- dif~.eren'f:..iati=c,~. o.-fruthe, cS.ahq,· arid~e:the 

wateii~:::::=.• Jtsbui!y ·iaPa-r-k -£-er.::. instance, ,...,.has:.-··.--som'e-C·'Of-= · the~r finest

beaches in Monmouth County. Their beach fees are two and three 

dollars. And hardly anybody uses those beaches. You can ride 

up · there now and park on Ocean Avenue. In Belmar, with the 

same size beaches, and with the same water, have a tremendous 

number of people that go to them. Ocean Grove, for instance, 

where you go, is really not that crowded. (laughter) 

MS. NASH: Well, I used to go down to Long Beach 

Island, so it's all flexible. I'm a native Californian, 

although . I've lived most of my adult life in New Jersey.. It 

was hard getting used to the fact that you had to come and pay· 

for beaches, even then when it was cheap. But I went down to 

the shore, we went all the way up to Deal, and I was really 

appalled at the state of most of those beaches. The erQsion is 

incredible, and the beaches didn't. look clean. And somebody 

. walking on . the boardwa_lk in · ?ne of those little communi ~ies 
said, "Well we don't really swim in the ocean. We r·eally go to 

the pool." It's a patrimony that belongs to everyboqy, not 

even just the people in New Jersey, but the people on the whole 

east coast. And it's a patrimony we really must protect. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Good. Thank you very much. 

MS. NASH: And it's a State responsibility-

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: You're right. 

MS. NASH: --to.gether with municipalities. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: And you know, the sad thing 

about the condition of the beaches and the litter and the 
pollution, is that it didn't come from. anybody but people; 

that's the crime of it•. These natural resources aren't getting 

polluted by itself. Somebody _flushes their toilet, and 

somebody dumps their lunch, and somebody leaves their 

containers on the beaches, and then municipalities i'ike this 
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and other municipalities have the responsibility to- clean it 
tip;----We ~al·l: should· pi-terr·~in and, ·dol ,a.-:.-1.itrtle:,.more--,,work:.:: · -.. '~ ,-,-,+

pcpu.l::.,_c; J .. Jii:hl:ilke::-de.q be-~r ,:f'rOftP.:::Roa:.annacAng,ea.orai.e s.arcran .. \:t:lmake 

that out. ""'""'Would .-y-ou tM-i us::·cwhatr' your'., name,,-=:and: addres:s:;_:;:is,: 

please? 

ROSANNE A N G E L o R A: I'm Rosanne Angelora. I'd 

like to speak as--

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Your address please, Rosanne? 

MS • ANGELORA: Five hundred Ocean Ave, adjacent to 

this building as a matter of fact. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Belmar? 

MS. ANGELORA: Belmar. I'm ~peaking out -as a business 

owner. (audience complains that they can't hear witness) 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Right into the mike. 
ASSEMBLYMAN SINGER: Speak a little louder into the 

mike. 
MS. ANGELORA: Okay. We went into this business three 

years ago. No complaints in· 1985. As of '86, once the beach 

admissions di~ . go -.up, the volume has been cut _virtually in 
haif. When we originaily got into the ·busiriess, we thought our 

only worry would be the weather conditions. _ · Unfortunately, 

that worry is now at the bottom of our list since last year. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: What's the nature of your 
business, Rosanne? I don 1 t know. 

MS, ANGELORA.: The food concession right next doo~. I 

don't know who it was before, as far as reading off the polls 

saying that the $8 and $5 during the week -- which is now $4 -

is fair, I don't know who you were polling, but I can take a 

poll during t_he course ·of the season right next door as far as 

complaints we have gotten. As far as regular customers from 

'85, they are gone. For the first time visitors to Belmar, 

that's the first and the last time you' 11 be seeing them. 

Complaints is all I get during the course of the season. Like 

I sa·id, the volume has been cut virtually in half, more so this 
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season. Today is a perfect example. Fairly nice beach day, 
take a .look ou.ts.ide ,-.~come .nex.t.,_doo,r ,, _; ±:.ct:.uc:_ ,,u:~:~,; ·c-..';:,,: =~ -

, - Ror, __ thes $8} _ ,._,_the -complaintsi::.,:J-A::h~ar;;.:::-from_I the.-,-'pub1ie 
:being;.,, ,numbet-:,, rii>rle !",.,-,not' -showers ,-on: ".""the·,d:rea:ch;.: - They =stdok ,; .thcis.e 

off · as· of '85. The water fountains cannot provide the water. 

The story, I understand, from last year was a water shortage. 

My water is running. Now I'm getting the feedback as to- why I 

charge these people for water. It's just not fair. For $8 for 

a Saturday or Sunday, these people should ~e treated like kings 

and queens as far as I'm concerned, and they' re- not. They' re 

not at all. Again, no showers, no water. 

Lifeguards, last year -- I could give you dates if I 

had my book with me during the course of the week, 

lifeguards, no show. Just no show on a Wednesday or Thursday. 

For what reason I don' t know. Thereby, I 'm losing business . 

These people are sitting down at Third Avenue, or down at 
Seventh or Eighth where a· lifeguard· is present. - Lifeguards 

also -- I understand they' re . all college students -- are- gone 

as of the last weekend in August, prior_ to .'Nhat used to be. the 
end ·of the season, tJ;l~ grand fina.le.·for the busi~ess owne~s. 

The parking, from 25 to 50 cents an hour, is 

outrageous. Again, these people are being charged $8, and for 

what, dirty water.last year. Last year was very interesting as 

a matter of fact. I understand there were dead sheep heads in 

plastic bags coming ashore. 

fish heads coming ashore. 
$8 for? 

Approximately two weeks ago, dead 

This is what these people are paying 
/ 

Now again, take a look outside. It's a beautiful 
beach day. What's out there? These people are gone. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Rosanne, do you lease the 

concession from this municipality? 

MS. ANGELORA: Yes. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: And is it a three-year lease or 

a one-year lease or--
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MS. ANGELORA: Four-year lease. 
: • ASSEMBLYMAN V-ILLANE:·; Four--year lease? 

Mr- ANGJSLORA: ti".G:Ur~year~lease ,,_ \:?itt Cr:ui•·, i_.f,H~: :·Hu.:.r.t<•~:c:~ 

,-.-.·c•••::··_ ~-AS"SEMBliYMAN VILLANE:··::Okay.,:~...,'Thank··you very much. ~:-J.md·

your home is where, Rosanne? You're from Belmar or--
MS. ANGELORA: No, no, no. I'm from out-of~town.· 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Out-of-town. Thank you very 

much. Mr. Richard J, Toth. Mr. Toth? 
R I C H A R D - J. T O T H: My name is Rich Toth. I 'm · from 
North Brunswick, New Jersey. I diqn' t . know you were having 
this today. I just happened by because I've coming -down here 
for like, about ten years. And I don't really feel the beach 
fees are -high. I feel alone, because I feel considering the 
·alternative forms of entertainment available, I don't _really 

protest that. 
As far as the local government- ·I'd rather have a 

local government like Belmar ·controlling the beaches, because I 
feel they would _do a better job thari the State-, because the 
people locally would keep the _pres~ure on them_ to _maintain it. 
The- problem·_ ~s, if the·. St-~te takes ft over,. the pr~blem . with . 

the State handling it is they might get other priorities at 
other times. Like they might start concentrating on other 
things, while for the people down here this is very important. 

I was outraged by the Public Advocate' s commez:,.t that. 
he wants to reimburse the lawyers if, you know, like somebody 
wants to sue the town. I think this is outrageous, ... because why 

/ . 

should people have to pay for the lawyers? I mean, if I don't 
like something and I want to protest something, ~' 11 pick up 
the· cost myself. I don't feel the public · should bear that. I 
think that's totally outrageous. And that's all I have to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Good, Rich. Very good. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Rich, one of the things that, 

when it was proposed that the State take over the beaches, I 
envisioned every beach and every lifeguard, and everybody who 
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picks up trash, to be a civil servant with bumping rights with 
tenure inL:tna:-:~jol:f/·T wnicli~·!woul'd--· be-y,~ind! :'"ore a tough thing to 

administetffL_ 'll..EadittanalljJ';J.rl:y.:tln.inkt}cthe. towns· along the Jersey 
shore have-. .-:prev.i:aedi '.f-±-.L,1 a.i-stor ical-ly -=~:.:.~goqp-;:beach.es,;,_and safe 

conditions, and up until recently, I think very reasonable and 

moderate fees. And we now are addressing those problems. I 

don't think that the State should take over the beaches either, 

and they can't do it unless the Legislature agrees, and I don't 

think there's a sentiment in the Legislature to do that. Thank 
you. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Thanks, Richard. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you, Richard. Mr. John 

Sharrock or Shanrock? John would you just tell us your names 

and address for the record? 

JOHN SH ARR O CK: Which microphone are we using? 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: That one. If you' 11 hold it 
close to you. 

MR. SHARROCK: My name is John Sharrock. I. reside in 

Belmar on Sixth Avenue. 

I'm really happy for this opportunity to speak, 
. . 

possibly even speaking later. I think in analyzing . what a lot 

of these people have said, I think possibly they missed the 

point. I think we talk about beach access, and I'd like to 

talk about municipality beach access.· When the people say, 

"You' re charging us an awful lot to go on the beach that God 

made," I agree it should be free, but I believe they have to 

pay for the maintenance of the beach. And I think the 
maintenance runs somewhere around $8, in this town anyway.· 

I think . if we digress for a minute · and see exactly 

. what we' re paying for-- I know one of the Assemblymen 

mentioned before that possibly we can't even estimate what we 

pay. Everybody knows of our direct costs, such as our 

lifeguards, and our garbage cleanup men, our ticket takers, and 

things like that. And I think what they are talking about when 
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they're supporting this thing on $2, they don't realize they're 
n.o.t,,ta.lking , about...i.the, same beach, - t--T-he: 0 bea.ch~= that£- :yoµ-, walk-- onto

E"<:f~:~$.:8.,:.: L.lZQU wi::1::.1,~riot drmle..l'f,or:~ $i2i • .i.11k •L.i1e :.:owns a 1ono th~ ,J 1:,•r.- s~y 
-~-· -.-~ ~ ~:~01-.:-.- qeard ,:,someoneL_;_,say~.!.~~I.Ly-reallyncenjro¥,.cwa1king ,0,tlfe:. 

boardwalk." I don't know if they realize that there may not be 

a boardwalk. In relation to the storm damage and so forth, 

which we are hit with pretty heavily on certain years, the 

State had indicated that they won't be able to support us on 
repairing them. I know ·there's some Federal monies,· but· 

they' re pretty hard to get a hold· of, and maybe you wouldn't. 

So when the town is bringing in $2, - they' re not going to be 

able to repair the boardwalk and they' re going to have it take 

it down. So the individual said, "I'm opposed to $8, but I 

really enjoy walking the boardwalk," they' re not going to be 

walking that boardwalk. You' re not going to be going visiting 

where you believe for $8 at 605 Third Avenue. You' re going to 

102 Fourth Avenue. It's different, .something completely 

different than what we' re talking about for_ $2. I don't think 

people_really realize this. . 
·They're going to pay $2. They're going· to-sit. on ·a 

beach that's pr.obably going to have litter, because you can't· 

do it with the Ii f eguards . I wouldn't want to see that . So 

out of the $2 we're going to take the necessities, the 

lifeguards, we' re. going to have to have someone to collect it, 

and then we' re going to have to take away the Ii tter. _Now, the 
State is proposing $2, and we know that's going to encourage 
more people, but we can't clean up the litter. We're going to 

have a lot. more litter, we' re going to have· a lot more police 

problems, a lot more first aid problems, and· things like that, 
. . . . 

but we're not going to be able to support it. 

They say, "You' re charging too much." The census that 

was taken -- and I believe that you gentlemen are all in 

possession of it I think it was in 1985 we did .a 

comparison. We brought in $1.5 million, and it cost us $1.5 
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mil:tion. h,l'ow; ,_if ,you're goi:gg to pay.us $2, the cost is going 

to - be· ___ the ~same-;:-t Y'ou have t:::to.-:. real i'ze thatL we:·have·· -a ,-variable, . 

fneome .. - ..=-·Ever,ybady..us.ta.ted:. _that ;.who stood up. here. 
They,Lre -blaming -the -conditions of -""".'-~.and we,_'-re ·ta-lking

about variable. We' re talking about dirty water. It stops 

people from coming down. .They have that on th_e New York r·eport 

channels. People may not come. We have inferior weather; 

rainy weather, people don't come. But you have to remember 

that when we make the budget out earlier in the year we must 

employ the lifeguards. We can't say to them "Gee, we can't pay 

you today. It's not a nice day. 11 We' re not going to pay the 

police that· patrol the beach today because, "We don't need 

. you. 11 You have to give these people a job for the summer or 
they' re going to go someplace else, So you have a variable on 

the income factor, and you have a definite cost fixed factor. 
. . . 

Now we're going to go in the hole. 

And the point is this -- and .I think listening to the 

rep·resentative from the State Advocate, he mentioned proposing 

$_2. Why doesn't he take it . back, the _ St~te, and I think the 
State has experience on -that, ·and theyire not. They don't want 

to take it back because at $2 they know it's going to be a 
losing proposition, and I think $4 or $5 can be a losing 

proposition. So they don't want it back. People don't even 

realize -- and I'm looking right out here now -- probably 
you' re not going to pave a bathroom, because who is going to 

pay for it at that amount? The State doesn't want to take it. 

They want us to take it-, and the bottom line is that the people 
who live in this town are going to have pay for it. No other 
way around it. If.we're going to give you the service, we're 

going to pay for it. Now you can believe tha_t the lifeguards, 

sanitation, we'll have to send our police down, we're not going 

to be able to have the income, we' re going ~o have the costs, 

and the people are going to have to pay. So as it's unfair to 

anybody else coming down from New York, we want those people on 
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our beaches, we can't pay for them, · and this town is going to 

be here. 
I think it's really simple and it comes;down to, if it 

costs us "X" amount of dollars, you've got to pay. It's sort 

of like the advertisement for the oil thing, "You can pay me 

now or you can pay me later." - There's not going to be a 

boardwalk to enjoy. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you, John, Mr. Richard 

Leister? If you would just give your name and address for the 

transcript. 

RICHARD , LE Is TE R: My name is Richard Leister. I 

live at 6 Allan Drive in North Arlington. I'm a summer 

resident of Belmar, and have been coming down here for probably 

about 40 years. 

Everything I was going to say has been mentioned 

beforeF but I would like to address Mr. Shapiro. First of all 
{ 

I would like ·the panel to know that I am in favor of home 

rule. I am in favor of fees for the beach. 

Mr.. Shapiro said the _p~lic has a right, Now maybe I . . 
have.•mis.sed something; but t· didn't hear him say the public 

also has the responsibility. Now, he has a mythical family. 

The 20th of July I believe Gloria Wright had mentioned was $40 

for four; he mentioned $34 for four. I've seen families of 

four, six, seven, and eight, get on the beach and I only count 

two badges. _It was $16, and that's $2 a head. 
As I said, I'm · for the home rule, and I'm for-

(inaudible) Now, it hasn't been brought up here but we do have 
a free·beach at five o'clock, from five to ten. Now, I would 

suggest Mr. Shapiro get down here maybe on a weekend from five 

to ten and see what's happening with the free beaches.. That's 
all ·I have to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you, Mr. Leister. If 
there's anyone else who would like to testify, 

up now -- we have two people left to testify 
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up here and just fill out the form so you can be included in 

the •·transcript. Katherine Bounds? Ms. Bounds? 
K, A T H E lR dl:lil1<E: :rt ·B &RU! N-_1D,:.; S:i:pli=My;mame..,. jrs)rK:athe::cdnEtc-Botirfds ;-. 

I...: live,.1n ~RivaJr.:-;1Edge:-:tNew., •.~Jersey;~··a'.nd- r·..,·own.··:a ::small -.-house- -in 

South Belmar, a summer resident. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: They just raised your taxes 

didn't they? Did your taxes go up? 
MS. BOUNDS: Taxes go up all over. Really the 

comments made by Mr. Singer prompted me to even fill out ·the 

form. And just be way of backgr_?und, I am not a senior 

citizens. I am not a wealthy because I own a summer house down 

here. I grew up· in Jersey City. My childhood was spent on the 
' 

beaches of Long Branch. I live in Bergen County now, and I 

also, as you say, pay taxes- down here. 

I really think I as an individual, and I think most 

people, live or buy in a community where they are buying a life 
style, if you will; an ambience, a value system, that is 

consistent with their own, and within their means. And this is 

what_ ~ have done. And not to belabor the point, _it's true ma11y 
of the people here have· expressed ·iny ·feelings~· I thirik _...:. and 

I •·m a working mother, I'm not weal thy as I said be~ore -

Belmar is the most cost-effective thing I've done. If I want 

to go to Yosemite National Park, it·' s my understanding I have 

to make a reservation two years in advance. God also made 

that. God also made. my .. back yard, but that doesn't give a 

right for anyone just to come and do as they please with it. I 

really think this is a natural resource, the beaches that are 
here, all_ around the United States; and I feel we should pay 
the price to keep them the way we want _them to be, ·for all of 

the public, not just for .those who live there or visit for the 

day. 

I have been following this in a very limited way·. In 

the la.st few years I know this is an issue with the Public 

Advocate. So last year I took a trip down the coast of the 
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U~i ted State~ as far as Hilton Head Island in South Carolina. 
The. outerbari.1,ts oe·-No'rth, ·Caro 1 ina-, -· the-· be-aches-;, in Virginia, the 

:0-eachesr ifn:a::Sc§ulsnECar~l ina~ ::ace ~ f re:&? :;is-rwhat I'.~Ihh:E>eadlhng;ouraxt 
I can.· flnally __ g0:: to Nags ?-lead',:'." North::- Caroli:na-:m·:and ,.1£-d:.na ia 

parking spot anywhere. The beach is free, but in effect it 

costs you $100 a night to use that bea~h because you must ·stay 

at a hotel or some other facility that you're paying for. 

Now to me, from North Jersey, if I come to Belmar for 

the day three times in the summer, it's just worth my while· to 

be aware, plan ahead, and buy a· badge. And I don't have to 

deal with $8.00 on a weekend or $4.00 during the week, or 

whatever. it is; And that's basically what I wanted to say. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: You kno~, I didn' t want to get 

into a debate atmosphere, but I'm curious -- and I'm goin_g to 

ask the question now. because we' re almost finished -- but I'm 

curious why you picked out Belmar Beach to go to? 
MS. BOUNDS_: Well, I lived. in· Long Branch in the 

summer as I said when I was· a child. And at that time Asbu:r;y 

Park was the place to go~. I'm not an expert, but Long Branch I 
understand in- my mother Is time was 'a ·wonderftll place, and it'' 

just went down the tubes. Asbury Park when I was growing up 

was a wonderful place. It went down the tubes. I'm sure there 

are many socio-economic reasons for-- ( inaudible) But I put 

Belmar even further south, and I don't want to see whatever 

happened to _those towns, happen here. And I have a feeling 
that it's the pressures that are brought by the Public Advocate 
picking out certain little towns that will ultimately cause 

their going just down the tubes as well. That's just my 
thinking. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: ·Asbury Park and Long Branch have 

some of the finest beaches in New Jersey, as good as Belmar. 

We don't have the number, particularly Asbury Park. Long 

Branch is very crowded. They have good clean beaches and 

lifeguards, and they have very low fees. But Asbury Park is 
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very much under utilized. I just wonder why peop~e select 
Belma:c.;0_GVe:z:;,.Asbur,:y, ... ,o:ver Bradley ... Beach, .. over . ..-,-,.;; dl ;,;.cq.''.1.',•• -r.:::-.:::: 

~.:.~~::~::::= :MS-.:-:.~,;30mms,:r" !You. fee,1 y.ou=:""have ;~he: aecurlqt.:!::d.~. tlri:s: 

town· .... _ ·'or,=-eI;~o {~- as n,:::1i:aveFin<River~.·E'dge~;:;r,lf1,1;:..mi:ght say.:J:,ne 

more thing. l have a mother-in-law who· is 85 years old, and 
when she comes down here with me-- She used to go to Ocean 
Grove with my father, and always enjoyed Asbury. I dropped 
here there one day because she liked to walk the boardwalk for 
old times sake, whatever. When I picked her up she was nearly 
a nervous wreck. She was frightened. She doesn't. get 
frightened in Belmar. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Very good. I 'm interested in 
· that. Thank· you. 

The last one who has asked to· testify is Bob LaTorre. 
Bob is the Director of Public Relations for Seaside Heights. 
Mr. LaTorr~? 
R o B. E R T· L_ a T · o R R :E: - ~y name is Bob LaTorre. I 'm . 
Director of ·Public Relations . for Seaside Heights. I used to 
,t;hink I . was a good guy because . I · wore a. white ~at. But 
list~n.ing' to t~stimony today r' c~n ·bel.ieve that per.haps I'm not . 

as good as I thought. 
Why are beaches in New. Jersey different than beaches 

elsewhere? I hear that mentioned a lot. I've had the 
privilege of being on a world cruise. I've been to 44 states 
ap;d fiv:e Canadian provinces, and because ~ live near a beach I' 

look at beaches a lot. New Jersey has the highest beach fees. 
In fact, it ranks among the few states ' that do have beach 
~ees. Shouldn't we change that? Perhaps we should. We also 
have the lowest gasoline prices in the United States·, anci there 
are some people who are lobbying heavily to change that. 

So why are our beaches different?. Simple answer: 127 
miles of the finest, whitest, cleanest," safest sandy beaches in 
the world, accessible to 70 million .people within a three-:--hour 
drive. · And they come and they use it. We estimate· something 
around 30 million people every year come to use the beaches. 
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As far as the cost i,s concerned, ._it ba~ffles me, 

because; when.'· 1::1ook :atr·,the .,·f'ac1;,' that;:,Wildwood has a free beach 

and it ge~s. usea-~and i:t-:g~.lusad,. h.eavily·J:;;::. At~,auticyCity thas 

a r·free beach., :·and .. on,~any '-gi-veri '"'day·,~you'-·c-an couilt· the-· number ·of

people on it on one hand. That's a free beach, easily 

accessible, public transportation, outlying parking at very·low 

cost, nobody on the beach. In Seaside Heights we charge $2.00 

on weekdays -- for any of you who are here, $2. 00 on weekdays 

-- and $3. 50 on weekends, and it's only a short drive from 

here. We manage to cram with a shoehorn sometimes as many .as 

50,000 people on less than one mile of beach. 

I had a visitor from the National Parks Service, the 

Director of Economic Planning. He had never seen a New Jersey 

beach, and I brought him to Seaside on a hot August day. _ He 

looked out over that mile of beach and. he said, "I've been in. 

recreation all of my life, that's the highest most densely used 

:piece of_ recr-eational facility I've ever seen in my li-fe." We 

charge $2.00 a day. We charge $3.00 on weekends. 

We remove __ eve~y day a ton of 1~ tter from the .beach, a 

ton. In 75 years of our· history there has never been a 

drowning while lifeguards were on duty. What is it that we ask 
the public to pay for? - That's what we ask them to pay for, the 

cleanest, safest, beaches in the world. Who should pay for 

that? Should the person who goes to a North Jersey lake pay 

that fee? I really don't think so. I think it ought to be the 
person who comes and walks on the beach. 

Until 1954 there were no beach fees in Seaside 

Heights, and when it was proposed there was practically a 

revolution in the town. Nobody wanted a beach fee. As late as 

last year, it was proposed that all beach fees be dropped and 

the cost of maintaining the beach be distributed over all the 

businesses that earn their income along the beach. Now you and 

I know what would happen if we did that. Instead of paying 

· $2. oo at the gate, you'd pay for the beach when you bought a 
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hot dog. You'd pay for it when you bought a soda. You'd pay 
for it when.-,you ··bought: some Lsunta:n.: lotion; __ ,,:;.-And.:as -a -matter::·of· 

1§.ac:t,.;. -::a ·_-ylat of.· 0 peopre .who ,~el!ESe.t ,frooti ~on.'. theL. beac:h: woui:C, pay; 

for-, .. it ; ·,becausa-,.,::we'"I knowc::.thatu ,:.alh.:-,..;.those ,,,;husine&ses::::twould 

translate those costs down to the public; because all the 
wealth in this country comes from only -one place, all of ·us. 

Nobody else has got any money. These guys don't have any 

money. Doc Villane, he proposes a $50 million bond issue, 

that's your money . not his. He doesn't have some machine •in 

Trenton that he makes it with. 
What am I worried about? I know each of these 

gentlemen personally. I kno~ where their. hearts are. I know 

where their minds . are. They are the most honest, dedicated, 

sincere bunch I've ever had the. privilege of working with. 

They' re not the ones I worry about. I worry about the _fact 

that we already have a lot-of God given natural wonders in this 
State. New Jersey, · the fifth smallest. ·state in the nation, has 

over 50 parks and forests. I want you to ·count that, 50 parks 

a11d forests. · They get visited by· ~bout 60. million visitations 
a year _.;.. excuse men, 30 million visitations a year. Do you 

know what the government gives the State p~rks and f crests to 

operate? Sixteen million dollars. That's why Island Beach 

State Park is going to have to knock out some of its fall 

programs· -- because there isn't any money to run them. So I 

worry that if we get the State any more.deeply involved in the 

operation of the beaches, will we get as short-changed as the 
State parks are? 

And speaking of State . parks, the only beach on the 

· Jersey shore that is totally inaccessible to anyone are the 20 

or 30 miles of beach owned by you, the people of the State of 

New_ Jersey; that includes 10 miles of beach at Island Beach 

State Park and.all of Brigantine Island. Every summer day when 

it's hot they close Island Beach Stat~ Park at 9: 30, and there 
are a lot of good· reasons for it. I have a feeling, that if 
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when all of our parking spaces were filled in Seaside Heights 
we .. closed the;, town•;;, the :CN-ationail!: ·Guard- ·would ·be' there to:_ r.eoperi 

it.,.: .- And, ;if -=·YO'!·-=-·~e--.-:-:Be_lma1:::::: when :tali ,:of i...i:ohe..ieeceano,~A"ie:rrue 

parkirig spaces-:wer·e~fil'led, the-t-NationaL~Guard.:::would;.be.-here,_ta 

reopen the town. Be careful what we ask for. We may get it. 

· And these three gentlemen and l have been on the same side· of 

the table in an all--out war with some of the people who would 

be given the responsibility to operate these beache.s. And what 

have we been at war for? To protect your rights as private 

citizens. Be careful what we ask for. It may come about. 

Remember, the State government you're asking to take control of 

· the beaches are the_ same guys who· give you the Motor Vehicle 

Department. 
ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: Thank you very much, Bob. And 

do not try to steal any of the customers from Belmar for your 

town. 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: You won't get out alive. 

MR. LaTORRE: I get paid by the taxpayers in Seaside. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE:.' Is there anyone else? .(no 

response)· We have some closing statements from these gentlemen 

who have given up their day today. Mr. Palaia? 

ASSEMBLYMAN PALAIA: Thank 'you, Doc. Mr. Chairman, 

ladies and gentlemen: As you can readily see today, this is 
.truly bringing government to the people. And isn't it great to 

_ be able to see your legislato_r.s working here on a Saturday 
morning to hear what you have to say. It would have been easy 

to hold it in Trenton, but how many of you really could have 

made it there? And that's the idea behind these hearings. 
We're in Long Branch, we're in Belmar now, we're going to be 

down in Ocean County shortly, and on down to Cape May to get 

the feeling of the people further south. 

I'd like to pay tribute to Mr. Shapiro. You may not 

agree with what he said, bu~ that gentleman stayed here the 

entire time. He stayed and he listened. And that is nice. 
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Too many times pepple c9me~ in,. _have their say,_ then they go out 
and - they:' get their play'/,;·:-andL.:theyc'.cre \.gone. ;, _: And: : that' s::-~ot 

f.a.ir., ;:be.cause ~you r·liear--~ f:r.omn everybody 1.. right to~ tliabvery:,_.end;.--; 
But ·Mr.-- Shapiro,-. -:1--·want: to' congratulate- you; - -- ·Yotr·re' doing ·-your

job as a Public Advocate. Whether I agree with you or not, it 

doesn't matter. You're doing your job. 

Mr. Sharrock, I just wanted to say you made some very 

good points, because I wanted to say all along you get what you 

pay for. If you' re not going to pay, you' re_ not going to have 

clean beaches, you're not going to have the proper maintenance, 

and you' re not going to have everything else that goes along 

with the enjoyable days that you have down here. 

And I just want to say to all of you, you have a great 

town. Don't desert it. You've got good people here, and we' re 

going to continue to have a good town. We' re going to have. 

good beaches. And the legislation that Doc Villane has 

proposed is in the right dire9tion, and we' re listening to what 

you have to say. Thank you very much for coming out today . 
. ASSEMBLYMAN s INGER: Thank . you, Doc . I want to echo 

. the comments ·of my tellow Assemblymar{ Palaia; First of" all I. 

want to thank Mayor ·Hernandez and the Committee for allowing us 

to come down here ·today. I certainly appreciate the public 

taking the time out of their busy Saturdays to share their 

views with us. 

I just wan~ to share one last thought with yo~ from my 

perspective. I heard some comments ... concerning why people have 
high beach fees and keeping peopfe off the beaches. Just so 
you understand where I come -from-- I'm Deputy· Mayor of 
Lakewood, which is the only urban aid city . in all of Ocean 

County. We have beaches. I'm the only non shore ccumnunity in 

my district. All our beaches are free. I understand the 

problems we face inland, and I understand the problems we face 

on the shore. 
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We have a responsibility down here -- and a very big 
respoil'S,i_bil~±.1!:y ,::::.:..- 1 0tor- :pr;ovide~ accesSL•2to,iuiw:: beaches,,....,.~ta our. 
handic appe(l}u s pee.pl.a .i.1~ i. that.,\ s v·,;a: ;:-:..c:onc;erni ·;:we 1:lta.v&:1:i·--::.. :ap.d:.-; 1 ,t:o 

every.one;_.; :.;~d .-:1;. nav.e.:;:notL ·me:t-:--~~- :a.t:.:leas~,,_in my.·,-distxrcti_r,~~ have 

not, and I'm sure here too - people that ·are anti ·people 
coming down. That's really not true. I think we just want ·to 
preserve a quality of life we all enjoy down. here, and preserve 
it not just for ourself but whoever comes to enjoy our summers. 

So with that, I thank you .for allowing me to be here 
today. And again, I thank the Mayor. 

ASSEMBLYMAN VILLANE: I want to just thank all of 
you. The easiest thing to do is to sit in the audience_, get to 
say your · piece, and leave. The gentlemanly and gentlewomanly 

thi"ng to do is to say what you've got to say, and listen to the 
other people. I want to thank you all for staying to do that. 

The Fa.ir Beaches Act is my attempt to w;ri te a piece of 
legislation to really provide adequate access at a fair price, 
and allow municipalities to recoup their true expenses in a 
fair w~y fqr· operating the· beaches for_ the public; and indeed 
·pr~bably for th~ State of· New· jersey,. a~d- as you sa"w today, fo·r· 

some.· people from the State of Pennsylvania. We do· provide 
that, and I think you ought to be reimbursed. in a fair way. I 
don't think we ought to overcharge, and I don' t think we ought 
to make money on them, and that'. s what . we' re attempting to do 
with this piece of legislation. 

I want to thank my Committee members who· really have 
/ . 

taken a half a day out of their lives to spend it here with 
you. We' re going to put this together. This transcript will 
be . available to the public. We' re going to take the 
information we've gotten from you, and we' re going to try to 
amend this bill to really make a good piece of legislation for 
the State. 
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There are a number of things happening in the State of 

New Jersey. There's a Coastal - Commission that's going to be 
formed that the Governor has talked about. Th~re' s a lot of 
anti pollution legislation. We're moving the siudge dump site 
off o~ New Jersey 106 miles. We've closed down just about 
every primary sewage treatment plant in the State of New 
Jersey . We're improving water quality all the time. We're 
. testing water where we've never tested _water before, twice and 
three times a week. We' re ciamping down on the violators and 
the. polluters. New Jersey · is beco~ing a better and better 
state, and it' s becoming a better state · because of the people 
that live in it. 

So I 
Legislature, 
Thank you. 

want to thank 
and particularly 

you on behalf of the .. State 
on be-half of this_ committee. 

(HEARING CONCL'QDED) 
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MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON 

TRAVEL AND TOURISM: 

I .appreciate the opportunity to appear before you today 

to discuss public access to our ocean beaches. It is an issue 

that aff.ects all New Jersey citizens. 

The Depart~ent of the Public Advocate bas been 

inv:estigating beach access issues since its .inception in mid-

1974. . The genesis of our invo·1vement with· this issue was 

recognition of a fundamental factual ·and legal principle 'about 
. 

New Jersey's .. ocean beaches-.-that these beaches are a unique and 

irreplaceable resource that belong to .ill. the people of this 

State. Moreover, although the beaches may be geographi~ally 

loca.ted adjacent ·to certain New Jez:sey ·municipalities., this 

circumstance does not, under· wail-established ·1egai principl~s, 

make the beaches the exclusive domain of these communities nor 

does it permit• these· municipalities to exercise unbridled 

discret4,on over beach fees or other matters relating to beach 

·access. Over· the·· years,· several New Jersey· .mun.i,cipalities have 
.,. 

/ 

imposed direct and indirect ba~riers to beach access that gravely 

impair. the public's ability to enjoy ~e beaches and the ocean. 

These burdens on access have inordinately fallen on the shoulders 

of non-residents. It has been our strong-belief that the 

residents of all New Jersey municipalities are entitled under the 

law to share in the enjoyment-of these beaches. 



In. the past two years, we have received hundreds of 

complaints about various ~bstacles confronting New Jersey 

citizens in their efforts to enjoy our beaches. These complaints 

have cited lack of available parking, lack of restrooms and 

changing facilities, and the scarcity of beach access points • 

. Many have noted that non-residents are syst~mat,ically · da"nied 

seasonal passes to the Bay Head beach. Others have focused on 

excessive restrictions ori beach area activiti~s, police 

harassment, excess beach fees· and the need for reciprocal beach 

ba,dges. · 

The most frequently reported compliant has been. 

excessive beach fees, especially in certain Monmouth County shore 

towns. As some. pe_ople have c;omplained, the cost. for a day· at the· 

. beach for a fam~l·y of . fo.ur could exceed $40. 00. In ;response to 

these complaints, the Department of the Public Advocate conducted 

an exhaus.tive study of the beach fee system in New Jersey 

municipalities and throughout the rest ·of the country. On May 

19, .i9a·, ,· a 67-p.age ·report was issued._detailing findings and· 

recommendations on present barriers to beach access at the New 
. . 

·Jersey shore. I would like to ~iscuss· briefly these findings and 

recommendations, becau.se they provide a back-drop for our · 

testimony today. 

Initially, the Department reviewed the 1985 fees and 

expenditures ·of the five municipalities charging the highest 

daily fees--Avon, Bay Head, Belmar, Spring Lake and sea Girt. We 
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found it very troµbling that these municipalities had not 

developed a well-documented method of computing expenditures, but 

rather based their costs on subjective estimates. Furthermore, 

in a variety of instances,_ the costs were not properly 

attributable to beach front operations or were overstated. We 

found that daily users or "daytrippers," many of whom were 

nonresidents, wer~ disproportionately subsidizing the largely 

resident monthly and seasonal beach users. We concluded that the 

expenditures of these municipalities were frequently inflated and 

the beach fees were excessive. These five communities are now 

targets of individual lawsuits. 

The method of setting beach fees by the municipalities 

seems in many respects_:to be more a function of.attitude than of 

accounting. If beach fees are treated, as they are in several 

municipjlities--as fair game to offset ev~ry municipal 

expenditure relat~d, ~ithet directly,. indirectly or even 

peripherally, ~o the operation and maintenance of the bea~h or to 

the influx of summer visitors--then there will. be no e_ffective. 

limit on appropriate costs or reasonable beach fees. 

In contrast to the five municipalities, most other shore 

towns both in an~ out_ of New Jersey, hold a diff_erent philosophy 

in determining what expenses will be passed along to users in the 

form of beach fees. Their philosophy seems to be that beach fees 

be kept affordable so that the ocean beaches remain available for 

the general public. This approach, rather than a subjective 
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effort at .developing estimates to justify excessive and 

restrictive beach fees, is more compatible with the Public Trust 

Doctrine and the statutory directives relating to beach fees. 

our survey expanded to include nine other New Jersey· 

shore ·municipalities, all charging lower beach fees. Only three 

of the. nine towns claimed that beach fee revenues pay for all 

beach expe~ses. · Most of the others understood that beach fee

revenues should pay for only direct beach·operation costs, 

lifeguards, beach tag checkers, beach cleaning, and riot for the 

myriad· of indirect costs subsidized in the five communities we 

are suing. 

our Department also obtained fee information from every 

state a+ong th~_ Atlantic, Pacific. arid Gulf Coasts.. . This !!5tudy. 

unequivocally· established that every coastal state in the country 

has lower fees than New Jersey. In most states, there are no 

fees charged for use of the ocean beaches. All but a few of the 

jurisdictions that do charge fees base them not on individuals 

but on carloads--generally $2-$3.per vehicle. 

Based on our-investigation of complaints of excessive 

beach fees and other obstacles to the public right of access to 

Ne~ Jer~ey•s.beaches, we formulated eight recommendations to 

address these problems. The touchstone of our recommendations is 

the ~indication of the paramount statewide policy, crystallized 

in the Public Trust Doctrine, of encouraging broad public access 

to our ocean beaches. 
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I want to focus today on our recommendation that the 

Legislature should enact comprehensive legislation addressing 

beach fees and operations as well as public access rights. In 

our report, we recommend that such legislation, at the very 

least, should address several concerns relating to beach fees and 

beach access. 

First, legislation sh_ould provide a uniform procedure 

for state. review and certification of beach budgets. · Second, the.· 

specific allowable costs should be legislatively articulated and 
. 

restricted to a very limited range of necessary expenses that are 

not reimbursable f~om other state and federal programs. Third, 

we strongly favor ultimately making the beaches freely available 

to the public. However,' in the. interim, we think that, at the . : . 

. . 

very least, the Legislature should · establish a uni.form cap on 

daily beach fees. In imposing this cap, the Legislature shouid 

give particular consideration to the establishment of a method of 

State subsidies for municipalities where legitimate beach 

expenditures.exceed revenues from a legislatively capped beach 

fee. Since the ocean beaches belong to all the citizens of the 

State, we believe that the State should assume some financial 

responsibility for the imposition of a cap on daily beach fees to 

facilitate broad public access. 

In addressing an analogous issue, the State currently 

provides "in lieu of tax payment aid," to municipalities in order 

to make up for lost tax revenues because of nontaxable State 
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property located within their borders. N.J.S.A. 54:4-2.2a et 

seq. There are compelling reasons for treating ocean beaches. in 

a similar fashion. The Public Trust Doctrine establishes a 

statewide policy of maximizing public access to our beaches. In 

effect, the ocean beaches are State property held in trust for 

all- of our citizens by the municipalities. If municipalities can 

demonstrate to appropria~e State officials the unlikely 

~ircumstance that the benefits do not o~fset legiti-at~ and· 

· necessary beach expenditures because of the cap on daily fees, 

the State should similarly consider providing subsidies to offset 

lost beach-revenues in the affected municipalities. In this 

fashion, the municipalities would not be burde~ed with 

expenditures that should rightfully be shared _by all·taxpayers of 

the State. 

Fourth, every beach municipality should be required to 

file a beach access plan to be approved by the Department of 

Environme.ntal Protection (DEP). This plan should provide 

reasonable assurances of eliminating the barriers to beach · 

access, which have been the source of frequent complaints to our 

Department. An effective beach access bill should include 

provisions to require necessary facilities, access points and 

adequate parking. · Additionally, the plan should include the 

specific delineation of access rights of the public and the 

corresponding obligations of the municipalities and the owners of 

private dry sand beach areas to ·provide appropriate access to the 
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beaches. Fifth, in addition to providing for enforcement by the 

DEP and the Public Advocate, there should be.a citizen suit 

provision authorizing private individuals to initiate litigation 

to vindicate their rights under the act. such a provision, we 

believe, is a vital tool for preserving the public trust in ocean 

beaches. 

A-3152 addresses many -of these areas in a fashion 

consistent with our recommendations. 

However, there are several issues identified by our 

study which are riot addressed in this bill. First, we think that 

legislation should set forth the responsibility of private beach 

· associations to make available a reasonable quantity of daily· as 

well_ as s_easona,l badge mem~erships at reasonable fees to the 

nonresident public. In Matthews v. Bay Head Improvement 

Association, 95 N.J. 306 (1984), the New Jersey Supreme Court 

directed the Bay Head Improvement Association (B.H.I.A.) to make 

a reasonable quantity of daily and seasonal memberships available 

to nonresidents at reasonable fees. However, the Court stopped 

short of requiring all other private_ associations along the New 

Jersey coast to open their memberships to nonresidents. 

Unfortunately, we are not aware of any private beach associations 

that have voluntarily responded to the spirit and language of the 

qourt•s decision by opening up their memberships to the 

nonresident public. 
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There are several important reasons for legislatively 

addressing the obligations of private beach associations. Such 

legislation would increase the supply of available public 

beaches •. It would also establish a policy that does not merely 

apply to Bay Head but, as a matter of fairness, is.applicable to 

all-private beach associations. Moreover, it would ensure 

compliance with the dictates of the Matthews decision. 

Second, we recommend that the Legislature require that 

municipalities to report their beach budgets to the Department of 
-

Community Affairs, and also require that these budgets be 

certified by the OCA prior to being implementede This would 

prov.ide State oversight of the beach fee_sett~ng process and 

ensure that beach expenditures are.not inflatede 

Third, we reco~mend that the legislation explicitly 

state th~t DEP possesses the authority to approve or reject 

proposed beach access pl~ns that do not cox:iform.to the agency's 

regulatory standards. This would clarify the agency's ability to 

guarantee that municipalities establish and.implement effective 

public access plans. 

Fourth, after having carefully studied the vast 

disparities in beach fees· among shore municipalities, we have 

concluded that a legislative cap on beach fees is the best way to 

ensure uniformity and to promote the Public Trust Doctrine. 

Because the ability of citizens to use the beach is dependent 
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upon tha cost of access, there is a coiresponding State 

obligation to establish an affordable beach fee. 

Ftnally, we support the inclusion of the citizen suit 

provision to enable individual citizens to enforce the provisions 

of the Act. Often, state agencies do not have the resources to 

pursue-every individual action designed to vindicate legislative 

policies. A citizen suit provision would allow persons to take 

appropriate action where the state agency is unwilling or unable 

to prosecute an individual claim. 

In conclusion, I want to emphasize that the most 

striking 6onclusion of ·our year long investigation ~as the 

compelling need for legislative action to ensure that our 

. precious. ocean beac.hes can be shared ec;{Ually by _all citizens of 

New Jersey. There is simply no reason why a family of four in 

this State should.be required to pay over $40 for the opportunity 

to enjoy a resource that rightfully belongs to everyone.. The 

Department of the P~blic Advocate urges the pa~sage of 

compreh•nsive legislatiori to- ensure uniformity among 

municipalities in formulating beach fees and in protecting the 

public's broad rights to access to ocean beaches. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
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BEACH ACCESS SURVEY 

CONDUCTED BY THE ASSEMBLY SELECT COMMITTEE ON TOURISM 

Name: --------------- (Optional) 

Address: ------------------ (Optional) 

City: ________ _ State: ---- Zip: ___ _ 

(Please fill in city and State in which you reside; this information is 
necessary for survey purposes). 

Please place a check mark to indicate your response for questions 1 through 9. 

la) Do you feel daily beach fees are: 

Too High -- Too Low Fair Other ____________ _ 

b) Do you fee_l weekend beach fees a.re: 

Too High __ . Too Low Fair· Other 

c) Do you feel monthly beach fees are: 

Too High_ Too Low ·Fair -Other 

d) Do you feel seasonal beach ;ees are: 

Too High_ Too Low Fair Other 

2.) Do you feel beach admission•fees for all New Jersey beaches should be: 

Free, run by the State. OR _. __ Run by local municipalities -- bas~d on services provided. 

3a) Are parking facilities for the beach: 

Too Far Reasonably close __ _ 

(OVER) 



b) Are the fees charged for parking: 

Fair___ Too Expensive 

a.m. 4.) When do you usually arrive at beach? 
(befci~oon) 

p.m. 
(afte~) 

5~) When you arrive do you have trouble finding a parking spot? 

Always Sometimes Never __ _ 

6e) Do you feel there a~e ~nough public access points off~the street to the 
beach-? · ·· ·· · · ...... --· 

Yes No 

7.) Are you pleased with the services offered (i.e. lifeguard, restrooms, 
showers, changing facilities, clean-up etc.)? 

Very pleased __ Moderately pleased ___ _ Not at all pleased 

8.) What do you think could be done to make your visit to the beach more 
pleasant? 

9.) Would you be willi~g to pay more for better services and facilities? 
/ 

/ 

Yes___ No 

---


